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On the cover: a student works in Paradise Hall on a woodworking project. The 39th Annual Wood and Art Show will be held
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final projects from the class “A Reverence for Wood” as well as
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Message from the President

My first years at Sterling have principally been focused on preparation for next week’s visit. We want to learn as much as we can
through this process, and we have been guided by assessing how
effectively we meet the standards set for us to protect the most
valuable asset any college or university has: its accreditation. Among
the metaphors I have utilized to describe the goals, objectives, and
implementation steps identified in the strategic plan we approved in
2013 is “tidying up one’s house before an important visitor gets to
the threshold of your front door.” By the time we meet next week,
our guests will have come and gone and undoubtedly will have left
us with the need to tidy up some more.
Having noted the accomplishments above, as Board members, you
know that the principal challenge facing Sterling College is to establish lasting financial equilibrium. Undoubtedly, NEASC will see the
progress we have made in the growth in our assets, the increase in
giving and giving at higher levels, the growth in enrollment, but they
will also recognize that we have continuing challenges with balancing operational expenses and revenue.
Inclusive of the summer semester, we anticipate missing our fiscal
year enrollment budget goal by between 8 and 10 FFTE, which
equates to approximately $200,000 in net revenue. To begin to
address this projected shortfall, I made $118,000 in budget cuts for
the final third of the fiscal year and increased the annual fund goal
by $100,000. While we certainly have experience with enrollment
revenue shortfalls, it is galling to be seeing them once again so soon
after we had made progress and after so carefully building the budget for this year.
Firmness and clarity are needed to address this problem. I regret that
I did not act more swiftly and was caught unawares by the challenges
in adopting our recruitment plan. After considerable reorganization
of recruitment and marketing, I set a specific and meaningful goal
of enrolling 40 new students at a 48.5% discount rate by May 15,
and a further 10 at the same discount rate by September 1. Given
the investments in recruitment made in the past four years, the
capstone being our new website, we simply must see more progress
this spring. As of this writing, we have 19 new students enrolled,
well ahead of the past two years. Should we meet the goal and have
stable retention, we will be back on track. There is nothing unprecedented about the goal. We have previously enrolled 50 new students
by September and, even with anticipated attrition, we will have 80
returning students. However, if it appears in May that we are not on
track, I will have enough time to make more substantial cuts to the
projected operating budget for fiscal year 2017.
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Meeting the enrollment goal set for May 15 is one of two essential goals I have set for myself and for the College. The second is
meeting the annual fund goal of $900,000 by June 30. This will take
some effort from each of us. While we are keeping pace with last
year, having raised approximately $650,000 as of writing, this still
leaves us with an additional $250,000 yet to raise. Given our recent
fundraising success and particularly the increased number of donors
who give at the $10,000 level or higher, I must underscore how
dependent we are on a handful of generous donors. One of those
donors recently made a gift of $100,000 to the Annual Fund and
wishes to use this gift as an encouragement to all of us to participate
and to reach out to others to do so. You’ll hear more about this at
our meeting from Topher Bordeau, Director of Advancement &
Alumni Relations.
After we have successfully navigated the nearer term challenges and
complications, we need to focus attention on longer-term issues.
No matter how much we tinker, the current organizational and
financial paradigm won’t work long-term for Sterling or any college
or university. We have the opportunity to explore, post accreditation visit, disconnecting from the “seat time” mode of measuring
credits and to be at the forefront of our peer colleges in measuring
competency to earn degrees and credentials. I have recently received
a $10,000 grant from the Davis Educational Foundation to support
our investigations.
If for no other reason than financial health and stability, Sterling
College must also develop a third revenue stream. My strategy is
to focus on mission-centered efforts like the “School for the New
American Farmstead,” which has the prospect of becoming a significant revenue stream, particularly if we begin to offer programs
outside of Vermont, allow for low residency, and launch online
competency-based learning and credential-based opportunities. It
should be noted that the only oversubscribed programs at Sterling
College over the past two years have been those offered in food and
agricultural continuing education. Once we pass the start-up phase,
I am convinced that our future is significantly hitched to the new
School of the New American Farmstead.
There is a lot packed into the two proceeding paragraphs, and this
isn’t the document to delve into any greater detail, but we will have
an opportunity to do so at our meeting. However, I want you to
know that despite my focus on the challenges of today, I am not satisfied that the current Sterling educational model is appropriate for
the third decade of the millennium. We have much work to do and
in doing that work, we need to bring greater financial equilibrium to
bear to avoid spinning our wheels.
No presidents wish to serve if they are unable to address the challenges faced by the colleges they lead. I have fire in my belly for this
work and feel a deep connection to the Board and to Sterling. My
gratitude for your leadership and the honor of serving you and this
community runs deep. Certainly, if the turnaround that began four
years ago fails to take hold soon, there will not be the room for the
creativity that I wish to bring to the table. As I shared with Chair
Jon Larsen recently, my pride is a bit banged up at the moment.
This was not my vision for the year. Sterling’s is among the most
3
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Sterling has made remarkable progress in the last four years by
strengthening its academic program, growing enrollment, improving
the physical plant, expanding the base of donors, and establishing
a national reputation through marketing and public relations. Next
week a visiting team selected by the New England Association of
Colleges and Universities (NEASC) will visit campus; I anticipate
that they will acknowledge how much we have accomplished, not
only in the last four years, but also over the last decade since the last
visiting team came to campus.

challenging college presidencies out there and I hope that I have
the skills to do what needs to be done so it can more fully realize its
potential.

your continued leadership and collaboration, I am confident that
we will address the challenges of the day as we prepare to expand the
reach of Sterling’s educational model.

This week, I was awarded a fellowship to participate in the Wall
Street Journal’s ECO:nomics summit in Santa Barbara, California. At
this gathering of global business, philanthropic, and environmental
leaders, I had the opportunity to talk about our mission of environmental stewardship education. The challenges humanity faces—political, social, and environmental—are tied to our capacity to change
the human relationship with the natural world. The institutional
issues I have identified in this message to you are, in that context,
mundane, simple, and resolvable, but they are the current impediments facing us before we can more fully achieve our mission. With

Sincerely,
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Matthew Derr
President
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AGENDA FOR THE SPRING 2016 THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
Friday, April 15
1:30 p.m.		Trusteeship Committee Meeting					President’s Office
2:30 p.m.		

Ad Hoc Taskforce on Faculty Workload				

Trustees Room

4:15 p.m.		

Alumni Leaders in Environmental Stewardship			

Common House

5:30 p.m.		

Solar Panel Tour (Leave from Common House)

6:00 p.m.		Trustee Dinner 							Cedar Cottage
Saturday, April 16
8:00 a.m.		Continental Breakfast						Cedar Cottage
8:30 a.m.		

Welcome & Convene

			

• Review of Autumn Meeting Minutes (vote)

			

• Review of Winter Executive Comm. Minutes (vote)

			

• Election of New Trustee (vote)

8:40 a.m.		

Finance Report

			

• Fiscal Year 2016

			• Audit Sub-committee
			• Investment Sub-committee
9:15 a.m.		

Revenue Report

			• Advancement
10:00 a.m.		

Ten Years Past: Review of Accreditation Visit

10:30 a.m.		

Break

10:45 a.m.		

Ten Years Forward: The Path to Leadership

AGENDA

			• Enrollment

12:00 p.m.		Open House Luncheon						Dunbar Dining Hall
1:00 p.m.		Governance & Trusteeship						Cedar Cottage
2:00 p.m.		
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Adjourn
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Financial Overview
This report details the College’s financial position at the end of February 2016. Although the spring semester billing sugared off below
expectations, we remain confident that the College will see modest
growth in the total FFTE over last year, however significantly less
than originally budgeted for. In response to the reduced enrollment
numbers the operating budget was reviewed and areas of savings,
discussed later in this report, were identified and enacted.

Thanks to the creative and hard work of the Rian Fried Center
team, we have been able to grow the course selection available
through our continuing education platform, the School of the New
American Farmstead. Since January, this office has seen a significant
amount of billing activity surrounding the new programs. Based on
all projections, we continue to feel that we will meet our continuing
education revenue goals for fiscal 2016.

As discussed in the Winter Report, and as detailed in the Treasurer’s report, the Finance Committee successfully moved forward
with the request for proposals and selection of an auditing firm to
recommend. At the Winter Meeting, the Executive and Finance
committees voted for a 5% increase to tuition, room and board for
the academic year starting summer 2016. And, at the time of this report’s preparation, the December 31, 2015 Financial Statements are
in the process of the annual mid-year review. It is intended that the
review process will be sufficiently completed to present the December 31, 2015 reviewed statements at the April 16, 2016 meeting.

The Advancement team feels that it is reasonable to anticipate an
additional $100,000 to unrestricted giving revenue, above budgeted.
This increase to philanthropy, combined with savings and cuts to
operational spending, is anticipated to offset lost tuition and fees
revenue, helping to keep fiscal 2016 zero based operationally.
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Cash Flow Update
Reduced revenue caused by fewer FFTE has put additional strain on
daily cash management. However, the College continues to be able
to move forward, albeit at a modified pace, with strategic revenue
generating initiatives, and capital improvement projects as planned.
Additionally, funds borrowed from the endowment in the fall were
returned to the endowment managers at the end of January, as
scheduled.
The President reviews cash flow each week at a regularly scheduled
meeting. If the College is successful in 1) adhering to its operational budget, 2) meeting its budgeted revenue goals from continuing
education, and meeting the newly minted $900,000 Sterling Fund
goal, cash flow challenges will be eased. Failure to complete each of
these three aims may result in the need to utilize our investments on
a short-term basis again.

Operating Revenue Update
In January we reported that the FFTE for the year would be lower
than anticipated, but that, at that time, is was too early in the spring
billing process, and summer enrollment process, to project with any
accuracy where the FFTE may land for the year. Late in January,
seven students, returning and new, withdrew from the semester,
leaving the College with an FFTE of 105 for spring. There were also
fewer new students than anticipate. Additionally, early summer 2016
enrollment numbers are coming in softer than hoped. This indicates that the FFTE for the year may fall approximately 10 shy of the
original projection. At an average net value of $20,000 per FFTE,
the potential lost revenue is approximately $200,000.
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Expense Update
At this point containing expenses, without jeopardizing enrollment,
is everyone’s priority. At 70% of the operating budget expended by
the end of February, the overall operating budget is trending 3%
ahead of where we would like to see it. This is a 2% “catch up” from
what we reported at mid-year, when we were trending 5% ahead.
In early February, in response to the final spring FFTE, each department reviewed and modified, where able, their operating expense
budgets for the remainder of the year. In doing so, we identified
$117,000 in potential cuts and savings. Savings are found in such areas as lower than expected heating costs, due to the unusually warm
winter, postponed hires whose funds were “reserved,” and correcting
calculations to estimates made before full information was available
(i.e. cost of Farm Apprentices, employees moving from FT to PT).
Cuts have been made in areas of equipment leases, postponing publications, postponing the implementation of a time card system for
the Work Program, and other general discretionary expenses.
As these savings and cuts had just been identified and implemented
in February, the accompanying February financial reports are not a
good indication of whether we are realizing savings. On April 16, I
hope to be able to provide some preliminary results of how we are
performing as of March 31, 2016.

Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet)
Assuming we succeed in holding the net operations to zero, as
planned, the College’s net asset position should hold steady through
this fiscal year, with the exception of losses to the investments, if not
recovered by June 30.
As noted in January, subsequent to the sale of River House in Moretown, and the associated pay down of the two year $900,000 loan
from Union Bank, both our assets and liabilities will be adjusted
downward accordingly. •
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS OF 2/29/16
Audited
6/30/2014

YTD
2/28/2015

Audited
6/30/2015

YTD
2/29/16

Assets
Cash

551,760

32,154

44,797

24,013

53,173

105,056

80,753

184,695

Grants Receivable

2,865

0

0

0

Pledges Receivable

264,427

1,045,637

466,307

350,745

3,136

4,917

0

0

48,712

21,922

72,737

11,048

924,073

1,209,687

664,594

570,502

2,055,724

3,088,638

3,744,525

3,730,151

79,500

233,905

17,249

119,685

5,039

0

5,050

0

0

0

1,000,000

1,000,000

Long-term Investments

1,040,895

1,103,119

1,104,836

960,662

Total Other Assets

1,125,434

1,337,024

2,127,135

2,080,347

4,105,231

5,635,349

6,536,254

6,380,999

Accounts Payable

81,262

159,167

72,198

131,018

Accrued Expenses

187,237

57,371

94,603

71,570

Unearned Tuition and Fees

206,859

0

283,342

0

Line of Credit Payable

348,000

300,000

1,084,000

937,000

25,919

79,520

98,933

63,314

849,277

596,059

1,633,076

1,202,902

625,413

995,254

960,642

960,642

1,474,690

1,591,313

2,593,718

2,163,544

749,693

2,793,542

1,587,048

2,122,129

Temporarily Restricted

1,291,260

660,906

1,765,900

1,476,039

Permanently Restricted

589,588

589,588

589,588

619,288

2,630,541

4,044,036

3,942,536

4,217,455

4,105,231

5,635,349

6,536,254

6,380,999

Accounts Receivable, Net

Inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Total Current Assets

Property, Plant and Equipment, Net

$

Other Assets
Construction in Progress
Other Investments
Non-Current Bequests, Pledges and Grants

Total Assets
Liabilities

Current Portion of Long Term Debt
Total Current Liabilities
Long-term Debt (net of current portion)
Total Liabilities

Net Assets
Unrestricted

Total Net Assets

Total Liabilities and Net Assets
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 2/29/16
Audited
6/30/2015

YTD
2/29/2016

Projected
6/30/2016

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Support, Revenues and Reclassification
4,331,308

4,322,233

5,162,375

183,690

186,062

184,490

1,672,584

480,550

812,000

Dividends and Interest

1,566

49

100

Gain on Disposal of Assets

1,500

0

0

222

(1,973)

0

1,049,141

1,032,439

1,249,163

49,113

43,926

43,570

7,289,122

6,063,287

7,451,698

898,189

270,086

0

8,187,311

6,333,372

7,451,698

6,195,962

4,888,082

6,438,823

Institutional Support

959,068

772,936

1,062,388

Fundraising

194,926

137,273

187,058

Total Expenses

7,349,956

5,798,291

7,688,269

837,355

535,081

(236,572)

Net Return on Endowment Investment

108,941

(91,174)

(9,873)

Contributions - Temporarily Restricted

1,263,888

71,398

500,000

1,372,829

(19,776)

490,127

(898,189)

(270,086)

0

474,640

(289,861)

490,127

0

29,700

0

0

29,700

0

1,311,995

274,921

253,555

Student Tuition & Fees
Grants
Contributions - Unrestricted

Net Gain/(loss) on Investment
Auxiliary Enterprises
Other
Total Unrestricted Support and Revenues
Net Assets Released from Restriction
Total Support, Revenues and Reclassifications

Expenses
Program Services
Supporting Services

Change in Unrestricted Net Assets

TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Support, Revenues and Reclassification

Total Temporarily Restricted Support and Revenues
Net Assets Released from Restictions
Change in Temporarily Restricted Net Assets

PERMANENTLY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Support, Revenues and Reclassification
Scholarship Fund
Total Permanently Restricted Support and Revenues
Change in Net Assets
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 2/29/16
Audited
6/30/2014

2/28/2015

Audited
6/30/2015

2/29/2016

681,242

1,413,496

1,311,995

274,921

127,283

95,506.00

156,488

115,963

(153,489)

(103,112)

(100,168)

96,062.73

(25,544)

(51,883)

(27,580)

(103,942)

(2,865)

2,865

2,865

0

(181,377)

(781,210)

(1,201,880)

115,562

Inventories

(989)

(1,781)

3,136

0

Prepaid expenses

3,940

26,790

(24,025)

61,689

Accounts payable

56,076

77,905

(9,064)

58,820

Accrued expenses

84,424

(129,866)

(92,634)

(23,033)

Unearned Revenues

48,317

(206,859)

76,483

(283,342)

637,018

341,851

95,616

312,700

(315,862)

(1,282,826)

(1,784,538)

(204,026)

0

0

1,500

0.00

29,768

45,926.98

36,216.11

53,160.90

(286,094)

(1,236,899)

(1,746,822)

(150,865)

18,000

(48,000)

736,000

(147,000)

Proceeds from long-term debt

168,197

369,841

739,233

0.00

Payments on long-term debt

(27,806)

53,601

(330,990)

(35,619)

158,391

375,442

1,144,243

(182,619)

509,315

(519,605)

(506,963)

(20,784)

42,445

551,760

551,760

44,797

551,760

32,154

44,797

24,013

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTVITIES
Change in Net Assets
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets to net cash
provided by operating activities
Depreciation
Net unrealized and realized (gains) loss on investments
Changes in:
Accounts Receivable
Grants Receivable
Accounts receivable pledges

Net cash provided (used) by operating activities

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of property and equipment
Net Proceeds from Sale of Property
Net Investment Activity
Net cash provided (used) by investing activities

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Net Advances on/(Payments to) Lines of Credit

Net cash provided (used) by financing activities
Net change in cash
Cash & cash equivalents, beginning of year
Cash & cash equivalents at the End of the Period
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN RESTRICTED ASSETS FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED 2/29/16
Donor

Nature of Restriction

6/30/2015
Balance

YTD
Contributions

YTD
Released

2/29/2016
Balance

Temporarily Restricted Assets:
1,000,000

1,000,000

2/29/16 Temporarily Restrcted Receivables (non-current)

1,000,000

1,000,000

2/29/16 Temporarily Restrcted Endowment Income

515,247

(91,174)

1,100

25,103

Assorted Donors

Bequests

Endowment Funds

(53,000)

371,073
26,203

Multiple Donors

Williamson Center for Outdoor Education

Anonymous

Houston House Renovations

14,873

Behrend

Server Upgrades

30,000

Behrend

Admission Renovation

75,000

1,295

(76,295)

0

Larsen

Admission Renovation

0

30,000

(27,645)

2,355

Anonymous

Kitchen Renovations

0

15,000

(4,378)

10,622

Multiple Donors

Rian Fried Center for Sustainable Agriculture and
Food Systems

(67,624)

7,820

Cabot

YES Program

200

200

AM Garden

YES Program

500

500

John Bissell Foundation

Israel Kacyvenski Film Showing

250

250

Lucy Nisbet Charitable
Foundation

VT Harvest Handbook

486

486

Freeman Foundation

Japan: Field Studies Support

14,350

14,350

Multiple Donors

Support Programing of Rian Fried Center for
Sustainable Agriculture

26,271

Association for
Literature

Writing Workshop

1,500

1,500

National Shooting
Sports Foundation

Support Competitive Shooting Team

4,611

4,611

Assorted Donors

Renewable Energy

6,068

6,068

250,653

104,965

2/29/16 Other Temporarily Restricted Assets

(14,873)

0
30,000

75,444

(26,271)

1,765,900

(19,776)

0

29,700

(270,086)

0

1,476,038

Permanently Restricted Assets:
Assorted Donors

William Parkinson Memorial Scholarship Fund

29,700

Permanently Restricted Endowment Funds:
16,250

16,250

Scholarship enhancement

100,000

100,000

DeWitt Wallace

Scholarship enhancement

321,693

321,693

Arthur Ashley Williams

Scholarship enhancement

75,000

75,000

Trustees Awards

Scholarship enhancement

8,750

8,750

Tyler Rigg

Scholarship enhancement

20,666

20,666

Gladys Brooks Thayer

Scholarship enhancement

47,230

47,230

589,588

589,588

Rahn Fund

Library enhancement

Gladys Brooks

2/29/16 Permanently Restricted Endowment

589,588

10

29,700

0

619,288
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SUMMARY OF ENDOWMENT ACTIVITY FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED 2/29/16
FY 2016 Monthly Summary

Date

Fees

Dividend
Income

Market
Value
Adjustment

Short
Term
Gains

Long
Term
Gains

Transfers

6/30/15

Balance
2/29/2016
1,104,835.96

7/31/15

(3.43)

775.16

11,186.91

1,116,794.60

8/31/15

(2,769.19)

837.87

(65,501.18)

1,049,362.10

1,716.50

(28,082.16)

1,022,996.44
1,071,699.04

9/30/15
10/31/15

(2.94)

1,493.00

47,212.54

11/30/15

(2,613.17)

2,015.32

4,647.21

12/31/15

(3.56)

2,020.42

(16,653.39)

858,111.87

1/31/16

1,015.36

(45,268.54)

813,858.69

2/28/16

407.76

(3,604.12)

(203,000.00)

150,000.00

872,748.40

960,662.33

3/31/16

960,662.33

4/30/16

960,662.33

5/31/16

960,662.33

6/30/16

960,662.33
(5,392.29)

10,281.39

(96,062.73)

0.00

0.00

(53,000.00)

960,662.33

Restricted Funds:
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DeWitt Wallace

321,693.00

Arthur Ashley Williams

75,000.00

Trustees Awards

8,750.00

Tyler Rigg

20,666.00

Rahn Fund

16,250.00

Gladys Brooks Thayer

47,230.00

Gladys Brooks

100,000.00

Permanently Restricted Funds @
2/29/16

589,589.00

Temporarily Restricted Funds @
2/29/16

371,073.00
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GENERAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 2/29/16

YTD
2/28/15

Final
6/30/15

YTD
2/29/16

(Prep’d Sept
2015)
(Restated
Nov 2015)
Budget
6/30/16

(Prep’d
Feb
2016)
Budget
‘B’
6/30/16

Revenue
Tuition and Fees
Tuition

3,460,000

3,833,100

90%

3,708,800

4,462,000

83%

4,174,400

89%

Comprehensive Fee

359,800

407,500

88%

444,400

531,900

84%

500,190

89%

Room

383,800

406,800

94%

416,000

476,800

87%

442,112

94%

Board

434,700

463,000

94%

472,700

570,200

83%

502,371

94%

0

0

45,520

0

45,520

100%

19,500

22,100

88%

17,200

29,500

58%

18,280

94%

4,657,800

5,132,500

91%

5,104,620

6,070,400

84%

5,682,873

107%

2,336,600

2,546,300

92%

2,485,600

2,962,300

84%

2,773,190

90%

3,300

5,200

63%

4,700

6,500

72%

9,990

47%

 A Credits, SARP Grants, Alumni
C
Grants

33,000

50,600

65%

19,700

50,000

39%

39,400

50%

Federal Work College/Work Study

99,600

170,600

58%

105,600

201,800

52%

211,200

50%

2,472,500

2,772,700

89%

2,615,600

3,220,600

81%

3,033,780

86%

Net Tuition & Fees

2,185,300

2,359,800

93%

2,489,020

2,849,800

87%

2,649,092

94%

Discount Rate:

50.17%

49.61%

48.69%

48.80%

FFTE:

115.36

127.80

90%

119.48

143.75

83%

134.48

89%

Farm & Garden

24,500

39,100

63%

40,800

63,100

65%

63,100

65%

Short-term Programs

64,700

81,700

79%

133,000

165,000

81%

165,000

81%

Other Student Services

27,900

44,500

63%

21,000

37,700

56%

37,700

56%

117,100

165,300

71%

194,800

265,800

73%

265,800

73%

181,700

183,700

186,100

184,500

184,500

181,700

183,700

99%

186,100

184,500 101%

184,500

101%

Rental

18,100

35,500

51%

31,500

40,000

79%

40,000

79%

All Other Income

23,300

57,700

40%

29,500

35,000

84%

35,000

84%

41,400

93,200

44%

61,000

75,000

81%

75,000

81%

2,525,500

2,802,000

90%

2,930,920

3,375,100

87%

3,174,392

92%

Field Semester Fees
Commuter Fee

Less: Student Aid
Sterling Grants
Title IV

48.80%

Auxiliary Enterprises

Grants
Federal Work College/Work Study

Other

Operating Revenue (excluding Advancement)

Percent of year completed: 67%
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YTD
2/28/15

Final
6/30/15

YTD
2/29/16

(Prep’d Sept
2015)
(Restated
Nov 2015)
Budget
6/30/16

(Prep’d
Feb
2016)
Budget
‘B’
6/30/16

Expenses
Instruction
Faculty Salaries

508,300

603,200

84%

501,400

775,500

65%

766,500

65%

Non-Faculty Salaries

141,400

365,400

39%

172,600

176,100

98%

176,100

98%

649,700

968,600

67%

674,000

951,600

71%

942,600

72%

137,200

241,600

57%

235,700

240,300

98%

232,300

101%

786,900

1,210,200

65%

909,700

1,191,900

76%

1,174,900

77%

Library

28,600

28,600

100%

25,600

28,900

89%

23,900

107%

Health

1,200

1,900

63%

900

2,700

33%

2,000

45%

147,300

189,700

78%

92,300

114,200

81%

101,700

91%

Other Student Services

12,800

24,200

53%

11,000

25,100

44%

25,100

44%

Student Services - Wages

219,200

317,400

69%

244,100

400,000

61%

375,000

65%

409,100

561,800

73%

373,900

570,900

65%

527,700

108%

Dining Services

149,100

249,300

60%

163,200

250,000

65%

246,000

66%

Farm & Garden

32,100

51,900

62%

53,600

63,100

85%

63,100

85%

Short-term programs

47,200

64,000

74%

28,500

43,600

65%

43,600

65%

124,000

195,200

64%

146,200

233,500

63%

228,800

64%

352,400

560,400

63%

391,500

590,200

66%

581,500

67%

Presidents’ Office

26,000

42,100

62%

39,200

26,500 148%

26,500

148%

Marketing

34,000

51,900

66%

75,600

123,800

61%

111,200

68%

125,000

152,500

82%

116,500

141,800

82%

140,900

83%

58,000

78,500

74%

69,600

106,700

65%

93,200

75%

Employee Benefits

217,000

334,600

65%

229,100

376,000

61%

373,000

61%

Institutional Support - Wages

167,300

256,000

65%

173,800

260,600

67%

260,600

67%

627,300

915,600

69%

703,800

1,035,400

68%

1,005,400

70%

40,900

40,900

100%

52,000

41,700 125%

41,700

125%

Repairs & Maintenance

100,100

116,800

86%

110,700

149,100

74%

149,100

74%

Utilities

108,000

186,000

58%

90,500

165,000

55%

150,000

60%

Vehicles - Repairs & Maintenance

12,200

15,700

78%

7,800

14,400

54%

14,400

54%

Physical Plant - Wages

76,100

115,100

66%

79,500

120,000

66%

120,000

66%

337,300

474,500

71%

340,500

490,200

69%

475,200

72%

Operating Expenses (excluding Advancement)

2,513,000

3,722,500

68%

2,719,400

3,878,600

70%

3,764,700

72%

Net Proceeds from/(used in) Operations (excluding Advancement)

12,500

(920,500)

211,520

(503,500)

Sub-Total Instruction Salaries
Core Programs
Total Instruction

Student Services

Admissions

Auxiliary Enterprises

Auxiliary Enterprises - Wages

Institutional Support

Business Office
Information Technology

Physical Plant
Property Taxes
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YTD
2/28/15

Final
6/30/15

YTD
2/29/16

(Prep’d Sept
2015)
(Restated
Nov 2015)
Budget
6/30/16

(Prep’d
Feb
2016)
Budget
‘B’
6/30/16

Advancement: Unrestricted
Annual Giving

1,535,300

1,712,200

0

1,000,000

3,100

12,200

25%

26,500

1,538,400

2,724,400

56%

456,200

Direct Expenses

72,900

156,700

47%

In-Direct Expenses

16,300

21,800

Advancement - Wages (direct & indirect)

99,100

Annual Giving - Bequest
Annual Giving - Gift in Kind

90%

429,700

800,000

0

0

54%

900,000

48%

0

12,000 221%

12,000

221%

56%

912,000

50%

96,800

89,300 108%

89,300

108%

75%

15,200

23,400

65%

20,600

74%

160,900

62%

131,900

195,500

67%

195,500

67%

188,300

339,400

55%

243,900

308,200

79%

305,400

80%

Net Unrestricted Proceeds from Advancement

1,350,100

2,385,000

212,300

503,800

606,600

Net Operating Surplus (Deficit)

1,362,600

1,464,500

423,820

300

16,292

84,900

212,000

71,400

500,000

500,000

Designated Grants

0

0

0

0

0

Perm. Restricted Gifts

0

0

29,700

0

0

Restricted for Purchase of Property

0

0

0

0

0

Real Estate

0

0

24,400

0

0

84,900

212,000

125,500

500,000

500,000

Net Surplus (Deficit) - After Restricted Giving

1,447,500

1,676,500

549,320

500,300

516,292

Cost per dollar raised- All Giving

0.12

0.12

0.42

0.23

0.22

45,000

45,000

53,000

45,000

45,000

(6,000)

(6,000)

812,000

Advancement: Capital Giving &
Restricted Grants
Capital Giving

Additional Proceeds &
(Expenditures)
Endowment proceeds/(deposits)
Other Investment proceeds/(deposits)

5,200

Gift in Kind Expended

5,100
(7,500)

0

 ehicles, Equipment & Inventories
V
(Purchased)/Sold

(255,100)

(1,400)

0

Capital Improvements & Repairs

(234,100)

(267,400)

(87,400)

Information Technology Upgrades

(37,800)

(312,200)

0

(30,000)

(30,000)

(406,400)

(375,200)

(800)

(80,000)

(80,000)

(280,000)

(280,000)

(34,000)

(34,000)

Fried Center Project
Parsonage Renovations
Cedar Cottage

(50,300)
(350,400)

Gift of Real Estate

(353,200)
(658,100)

Kitchen and Admission Renovations

(25,900)
(90,700)

Other Capital Purchases
(1,233,600)
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(1,980,300)

(146,700)

(385,000)

(385,000)
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YTD
2/28/15

Final
6/30/15

YTD
2/29/16

(Prep’d Sept
2015)
(Restated
Nov 2015)
Budget
6/30/16

(Prep’d
Feb
2016)
Budget
‘B’
6/30/16

Debt Servicing
Interest Expense/Debt Service

(46,600)

(71,600)

Principal Payments - Debt

5,600

Principal Advances - Debt

65%

(66,700)

(100,800)

66%

(100,800)

(331,000)

(182,600)

(60,000)

(60,000)

369,800

1,475,200

0

328,800

1,072,600

(249,300)

(160,800)

(160,800)

Change in Unearned Tuitiont & Fees

(206,900)

76,500

(283,300)

Change in Tuition & Fees Receivable

(63,400)

(29,500)

(113,700)

Change in Misc. Accounts Receivable

14,400

4,800

9,800

(25,200)

(125,700)

97,500

(781,200)

(1,201,900)

115,600

(1,062,300)

(1,275,800)

(174,100)

(1,967,100)

(2,183,500)

(570,100)

(545,800)

(545,800)

Net Surplus/(Deficit) Cash

(519,600)

(507,000)

(20,780)

(45,500)

(29,508)

Cash at Beginning of Period

551,800

551,800

44,800

44,800

44,800

Cash at End of Period

32,200

44,800

24,020

(700)

15,292

66%

Operating Fund Advances/(Repayments)
Change in Accruals

Change in Misc. Expense Accruals
Change in Pledges Receivable/(Received)
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Advancement Overview
The Office of Advancement & Alumni Relations has been at work
executing the Sterling Fund strategies outlined at July while also
pursuing our Capital Giving and Planned Goals for the campaign.
And as we approach the final 24 months of the Nourish the Roots
campaign, it also makes sense to start examining where we are in
relation to our goals.

Sterling Fund Update

ADVANCEMENT OVERVIEW

As of April 7, total giving to the Sterling Fund in support of
College operations is $635,976 in gifts and pledges which is right
in line with last year’s record pace (less the $1MM challenge gift)
of $646,945. It’s worth noting that this result is despite the lost
renewal of three major gifts totaling almost $100,000 from last year.
The phenomenal support of a small group of leadership donors who
have joined our effort relatively recently is impressive, but the flux in
sources of funding to the Sterling Fund illustrates our need to grow
our annual donor base at the $1k, $2k, $5k, and $10k levels.
The failure to meet our enrollment goal for January 2016 necessitated an upward revision in our Sterling Fund goal for fiscal year 2016.
Achieving the newly established goal of $900,000 between now and
June 30, 2016 will require the collective effort of our entire donor
base, especially our leadership donors. We were thrilled to receive
an anonymous challenge gift of $100,000 in late March, to be met
before the end of the fiscal year. After receipt of this gift, we have
$225,757 remaining to raise in approximately 80 days!
That figure is exclusive of pledges and gifts we expected to receive
based on last year’s results in April, May, and June. $225,757 reflects
the total that must be raised from new donors or increased support
from existing donors. We are awaiting an application for a $100,000
grant from the Endeavor Foundation which would help our progress
towards that goal, but either way we anticipate sprinting, from now
until June 30, to rally our supporters around meeting the $100,000
challenge and the $900,000 goal.

Planned Giving
Two donors have now made $1 million commitments to our
planned giving campaign goal of $2 million. That is not difficult
mathematics to complete: we have met our goal. One gift is documented and was defined by our auditors as long-term asset. The
second planned gift is based on an oral pledge, for which the donor
was acknowledged by the College in writing. We have much more
work to do over the next two years of the campaign. As the principal
aim of planned giving is building our woefully inadequate endowment, we will press on to continue to emphasize building membership of the Margaret Sterling Society, particularly among past and
present members of the Board of Trustees.

Capital Giving
We are waiting with bated breath on responses to multiple major solicitations that will impact Capital Giving. We anticipated soliciting
support for the purchase and renovation of Middle House shortly
after the January meeting, but shifting priorities, an impending
deadline involving a USDA grant for the kitchen, and donor availability slowed that process somewhat.
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The delay gave us time to consolidate our thinking around our three
immediate needs and known resources. The Dunbar Kitchen and
Dining Hall are an immediate need: we need to finding matching
funds for a $91,000 USDA grant by September, and the inefficiencies of the kitchen are as apparent as the inadequate aesthetics and
acoustics of the dining hall. Second, a solicitation that would have
funded the renovation of Paradise yielded a smaller gift that will
fund new tools for the existing space, but the building remains in
need of extensive renovation. And third, we continue to keep our
eye on Middle House as a potential home for our Outdoor Education Program.
The solicitations currently out for consideration could completely
fund one of the needs articulated above or partially fund two or
three. In the meantime, we have a solicitation out for consideration
that would allow us to meet the requirements of our USDA grant,
make minor renovations to the Houston House kitchen, and allow
us to realize some of the benefits of the proposed renovation of the
Dunbar Kitchen.

Nourish the Roots Campaign Update
With two years ahead of us, our status in relation to the campaign’s
goals is clear.
We have achieved our Planned Giving goal, and we can expect to
exceed our Annual Giving goal. (Meeting our goals of $600,000 and
$650,000 for 2017 and 2018, respectively, would put our total at
$4,140,000, surpassing our campaign goal by more than $100,000.)
We are behind on Capital Giving. We must balance the need to
pursue our ambitious annual fund goals that sustain the short-term
operation of the College while also serving our long-term needs by
meeting our Capital Giving goals.

Alumni Relations
The Sterling alumni community benefited from two new developments this winter: one planned, and one unplanned.
The planned development: after a lot of volunteer solicitation and
interested party outreach, the Sterling Alumni Board was formed
around the single issue of planning the best possible Sterling
reunion to commemorate the start of Sterling’s 60th year in the
summer of 2017. The board has identified effective outreach and
appealing programming as critical factors and planning a reunion.
The board is also considering Sterling’s role as both a college and
a cause-based nonprofit and how that should impact our reunion
planning. The board is meeting by conference call once every month
with the goal of planning, marketing, and executing a reunion to
beat all previous Sterling reunions. Thus far we are pleased to have
representation from every era of Sterling’s history, though early
indications suggested that attendance on the planning calls may be
an issue.
The unplanned: we held a winter rendezvous during the first week
of February without a winter! Thank goodness for Parker Pie, Hill
Farmstead, and the Houstons. We had a gathering that involved a
culinary and beer tour of the Northeast Kingdom during the first
weekend in February, which concluded in a reception at the Houstons and at Cedar Cottage. The gathering was well attended, festive,
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and well reviewed. We look forward to expanding on this format
during future winters with real snow!
Lastly, as part of our self study for NEASC, we conducted an alumni
survey on the efficacy of our ability to deliver on Sterling’s mission
statement. We were very pleased with the results. Not to belabor the
point, but the overwhelming majority of our alumni feel that they
are fulfilling the promise of our mission in their professional and
personal lives. You can read the nitty-gritty of our questionnaire and
resulting data in our NEASC self study.

Communications
For Fiscal Year 2016, the Communications Office implemented a
sophisticated, far-reaching public relations plan, leveraging both
the College’s remarkable new innovations (such as the School of
the New American Farmstead) as well as its leadership in campus
sustainability and environmental stewardship. We are pleased to
report that this year has been Sterling’s most successful yet in terms
of press coverage.
In the past quarter, Sterling College has been covered by outlets
such as:

transparent, self-reporting framework for colleges and universities to
measure their sustainability performance across the entire campus.
This is the primary tool that Sierra Magazine uses for its “Cool
Schools” issue, as well as the Princeton Guide to Green Colleges.
In 2015, Sterling College completed the STARS survey for the first
time and earned a Gold. Because our rating was on the low end of
gold (a final score of 67.17), we weren’t highly ranked in the “Cool
Schools” issue, and we were too late to be listed in last year’s Princeton Guide to Green Colleges. We redoubled our efforts for 2016 and
scored a very respectable 75.27—an eight-point jump. To compare
with our cohort, as well as members of the Eco League:
•

Alaska Pacific College: no ranking

•

College of the Atlantic: no ranking

•

Dickinson College: Gold, 74.24

•

Green Mountain College: Gold, 76.45 (last completed in 2014)

•

Northland College: no ranking

•

Prescott College: no ranking
Unity College: Gold, 66.49 (last completed in 2014)

•

Yankee Magazine, for its cheese class with the Cellars of Jasper Hill

•

•

Modern Farmer, for its draft horse program

•

Boston Globe, for the School of the New American Farmstead

•

Boston Magazine, for the Moretown property

•

Seven Days, for the School of the New American Farmstead

With this year’s rating, we have the second-highest STARS score in
Vermont, second only to Green Mountain College. The 2015 Sierra
Magazine “Cool Schools” issue had Green Mountain College ranked
at #15, so Christian has very high hopes that we will be in this year’s
top 20 “Cool Schools.”

•

Civil Eats, for School of the New American Farmstead

•

As of this writing, we are waiting for the publication of a story
in Huffington Post about the School of the New American Farmstead and the “Regenerative Agriculture” class

Regarding the Civil Eats coverage—this successful pitch led to an
article with amazing reach. As of this writing, the article has been
shared from the Civil Eats website 591 times on Facebook, and
Tweeted 136 times. The Civil Eats Tweet about the program has
gone viral, leading to 1.1 million impressions on the social media
service.
One of the largest projects that the Communications Office completes every fall is the STARS (Sustainability Tracking, Assessment,
& Rating System) survey from AASHE (Association of the Advancement for Sustainability in Higher Education). This survey is a

The Communications Office is researching how Sterling College
can score even higher next year, with an eye to eventually reaching
Platinum status. Christian is in contact with members of the Lands
& Energy Committee to use the Campus Carbon Calculator to
score higher on the Air & Climate section, and our on-campus solar
trackers should give our scores in the Energy section a boost.
To reach Platinum status means an on-campus audit; this will
require the campus as a whole to have easily accessible and centrally
located measurements. The hardest push going forward will not be
our programs, practices, or efforts, but getting applicable measurements and projects out of various file drawers and classroom assignments and into a shared Google Drive folder.

Marketing
Please note that you will find the Marketing Report within the
Enrollment Overview from this point forward.•

Overall Campaign Status Update
Nourish the Roots Goals

As of April 1, 2016

Annual Giving

$3,975,000

$2,890,321.29

Capital Giving

$3,110,000

$507,606.18

Planned Giving

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

Status:
Annual Giving:

$1,084,679 to go

Capital Giving:

$2,602,393 to go

Planned Giving:

Completed
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FUNDRAISING REPORT FOR JULY 1, 2015–APRIL 7, 2016
FISCAL YEAR GIVING BREAKDOWN

FY2015

FY2016

Sterling Fund

$1,666,836

$662,599

Capital Giving

$99,110

$140,808

Planned Giving

--

$1,032,200

$1,765,946

$1,835,607

TOTALS

FY2015
AS OF APRIL 7, 2015

FY2016
AS OF APRIL 7, 2016

$14,294

$34,857

$1,132,913

$210,090

Businesses/Organizations

$10,209

$14,950

Employees/Students

$3,680

$6,700

Families

$94,930

$59,951

Foundations

$214,000

$158,250

Friends/Individuals

$104,514

$1,252,926

Government

$87,524

--

Past Trustees

$103,882

$97,883

$1,765,946

$1,835,607

FY2015

FY2016

$1,646,945

$635,976

--

$1,032,200

$99,110

$140,808

--

--

Sterling Fund – Acad. Programs

$13,000

--

Sterling Fund - Gifts in Kind

$6,891

$26,623

$1,765,946

$1,835,607

FY2015
AS OF APRIL 7, 2015

FY2016
AS OF APRIL 7, 2016

Alumni

104

102

Board of Trustees

19

18

Businesses/Organizations

9

8

Employees/Students

18

10

Families

85

76

Foundations

11

10

Friends/Individuals

132

125

Government

1

--

Past Trustees

23

26

TOTAL GIFTS

402

375

GIFTS BY SOURCE
Alumni
Board of Trustees

TOTAL GIVING
GIFTS BY PURPOSE
Sterling Fund - Operations
Endowment
Capital Improvements
Sterling Fund - Financial Aid

TOTAL GIVING
DONOR CATEGORY
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Enrollment Overview

Shortfalls in enrollment for FY 2016 due to a lower than expected
yield rate are being addressed for 2017 via a three-pronged strategy
consistent with the Recruitment Plan that includes carefully targeted
recruitment travel, tightly organized on-campus recruitment events
in the spring and summer, and advertising that will drive prospective
students to the newly launched www.sterlingcollege.edu. We can
report with confidence that recruitment goals for the Fall 2016 class
will be met, and our retention goal is very conservative, ensuring
that budgets for Fiscal Year 2017 are built on the basis of achievable
enrollment projections.
As of April 1, 2016 Sterling has received 16 enrollment deposits
for the fall class. This represents a 100% increase from 2015 and a
166% increase from 2014. It is our goal to have in hand 40 deposits
by May 15, 2016, giving us confidence that Sterling will have an
entering class of 50 in September.
Despite the increase in deposits, however, the current pool of 116
applications is not large enough to ensure that we will yield enough
students from the current pool to meet our enrollment goal. Careful
analysis of the current pool of applications shows that it includes
36–42 students who are likely to enroll. Therefore, we are actively
soliciting new inquiries and recruiting transfer students and non-traditional students who are likely to apply in the spring and summer.
The new Sterling College website, which launched in March, is proving to be a very effective recruitment tool, and gives us confidence
that we will be able to solicit enough inquiries and applications
between now and August to meet our goals.

the Board, will enable us to more fully implement the Recruitment
Plan and measure results of specific recruitment initiatives. Already,
we are seeing a spike.

Marketing Update
In January 2016, President Derr made the decision to pause the
meeting of External Relations and create a new group called Recruitment Council. This new council—essentially just an integration of
Marketing and Admission—is focused on the goal of meeting recruitment goals for the Fall 2016 class. Since February, extensive changes
have been made to the workflow between Marketing & Admission,
all of which are geared at ensuring that existing pool of inquires is
capitalized upon fully while a strategy is in place to grow the pool of
new inquiries. Four key changes have taken effect and are already
proving to be positive changes:
1.

Territory realignment—The Director of Admission was assigned
a large, key territory to recruit. Each Counselor now has at least
one and at most two primary markets in their territory as well
as 2-3 secondary markets. Each counselor now has one institutional demographic for which they are responsible (Veteran,
Transfer, etc).

2.

Workflow Optimization & Metrics—We have completely
rethought the approach to daily workflow and implemented
a standardized workflow for all Counselors to use. Through
the use of dashboards, standard list views and filters we have
vastly improved efficiency and can now ensure that no inquiries
fall through cracks. Because the work is now standardized, we
have the ability to report out on how much communication is
being sent and whether or not those actions are moving recruits
through the funnel.

3.

Communication Strategy & Action Plan—The yearly cycle of
Admission doesn’t change much year over year. With that in
mind, we established an Admission Communication calendar
that shows exactly what info needs to be send to what audience
at what time. Having this overview established, with updated
branded templates on which to communicate, will ensure that
Admission is providing the timely, consistent messaging that is
necessary to influence the recruitment funnel.

4.

Recruitment Marketing—Increased efficiencies in daily workflow will reveal between 4-16 hours a week when Admission
Counselors can focus on researching the schools, events, causebased activities and other leads that will help grow the funnel.
Weekly projects will be assigned to accumulate institutional
knowledge, leads and lists.

5.

Reporting & KPIs—Ultimately, a Fall 2016 class of 50 or more
students will prove whether or not these new systems were successful or not. That said, we look forward to more regular and
consistent reporting on the communications that were most
successful as well as other KPI’s that help ensure the departments are focused on the right priorities.

Admission Staffing
Staff turnover in the Office of Admission during the past three
years may have complicated rapid implementation of the Strategic
Recruitment Plan. We are fortunate now to have a highly professional and capable group of admission counselors who are rooted in
the Northeast Kingdom. In addition to Lucy Hankinson and David
Koschak, who were present for the October meeting of the Board,
Harley Meyer, an alumna of Sterling, has joined the team as an
admission counselor.
Barbara Stuart continues her excellent work as Director of Financial Aid. Beana Bern, Director of Marketing, is contributing to the
recruitment effort in new ways after completing the revolutionary
redesign of the Sterling College website. The integration of Admission and Marketing, described in detail in the Marketing report to
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ENROLLMENT OVERVIEW

After several cycles of meeting enrollment goals, the recent slipping
backward is an unwelcome and challenging issue the administration
and faculty are working to resolve, but one that ultimately must be
addressed by the Office of Admission and Financial Aid. Enrollment Council meets weekly to address specific retention concerns
and to coordinate implementation of the Orientation and Engagement Plan. Recruitment Council also meets weekly, and includes
Admission & Financial Aid officers and the Directors of Marketing
& Communication. The focus of Recruitment Council is a more
rapid implementation of the Strategic Recruitment Plan.

There are still some opportunities to better optimize the joint work
of Marketing and Admission and these measures that are now in
place are already providing the structure and foundation we need to
leverage the completion of the new website.

strategy will remain closely linked to the Recruitment Strategy, focusing on the primary and secondary markets as well as key demographics noted within.

Website Development

Sterling will continue to put its blog to use and continue to drive
traffic to the site in this way. The editorial calendar will be reconceived and relaunched with the aim of better-engaging the Sterling
faculty, students, Alumni, Trustees and community to participate.
Topics discussed on the blog—and used to help draw prospects into
our website—will be relevant to people outside our community,
informative, and presented in an interesting way. Sterling College is
an incubator for many very interesting ideas in the realms of Ecology, Sustainable Ag/Food, Outdoor Education, and Environmental
Humanities, and we will make our inquiry into these topics public.
This act will “let people in” so prospects can get a sense of philosophy, approach, priorities, pedagogy as well as insight into our faculty
and institutional mission.

The new sterlingcollege.edu website was launched on Monday,
March 14th. The result that emerged from our unconventional
collaboration is, not surprisingly, unconventional. The new site is
compelling, stunningly beautiful, and very easily navigated. We are
thrilled with the final result and already receiving positive feedback
that suggests that it’s working.
1.

SEO: 25 top landing pages have been carefully written for SEO
and all remaining content, images, courses, profiles and blog
posts are also published with SEO in mind. It can take anywhere from 3-6 months for a new website to be fully re-indexed
by all the search engines and performing as intended and we
look forward to carefully monitoring this for the next 6 months
to ensure we rank where we need to in search results. We will.

2.

LiveChat: So far, this feature is one of the most surprising and
powerful on the new site. Admission Counselors can chat in
real time with visitors to the site and we have seen in multiple
instances when a Suspect has navigated right to the Visit or
Inquire CTA’s from the chat box.

3.

Google Analytics: In order to understand the efficacy of the
site, certain Landing pages and our Call-to-Actions, we have
installed Google Analytics to help monitor and measure our
performance. Conversion tracking is now gathering info on
those site users that take action (Apply, Inquire, Visit Request)
to help identify the path they take and, hopefully, allow for
improvements and optimizations. As with SEO, this feature will
take some months of data-gathering to be able to direct action.

Inbound Marketing Strategy

Social Media
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram remain vital channels for Sterling
to connect to prospective students, alumni and the community.
All platforms continue to see growth in numbers of followers and
engagement. Following are some statistics in growth since the
October Board book was published. Facebook & Twitter continue
to see steady organic growth each quarter while Instagram is rocking
double-digit growth for the 3rd quarter in a row.
•

Facebook - 4,064 followers (+17% growth)

•

Instagram - 887 followers (+100% growth)

•

Twitter - 2,180 followers (+2% growth) •

Comparing the first two weeks of March, 2015 versus 2016, our web
traffic has increased dramatically. 689 users visited the site between
March 14-28, 2015 and over 42,000 have done so during the same
period this year. We anticipate that traffic will remain steady at this
higher rate due to improved SEO and organic searches, paid advertising and social media.
Though the new site is complete, continued investment is planned
for the next fiscal year in the form of an updated Admitted Student
Portal to replace the current ‘Field Guide’ as well as more video
content and an eCommerce space for selling re-designed Sterling
merchandise before the 2016 holiday season.

Advertising
The new website consumed most of the marketing budget but we
still managed to eke out some digital, print, radio and billboard
advertisements. ~80% of the advertising budget (~$6k) was directed
towards promotion of the School of the New American Farmstead
while the remaining 20% (~$2k) was used for institutional messaging around Open House, Transfer Days, and the billboard at the
Burlington Airport. Now that we have an optimized website with
clear call-to-actions, compelling imagery, and myriad opportunities
to interact, we will start to invest more into Google Adwords and
Facebook/Instagram ads that drive new users to the site. The ad
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ENROLLMENT AS OF MARCH 1, 2016
Recruitment Pool as
of April 1

Spring
2015

Spring
2016

105

127

Applicants

27 (26%)

28 (22%)

Admits

23 (85%)

22 (78%)

Enrollees

12 (52%)

9 (41%)

Summer and Fall
2015

Summer and Fall
2016

1143

815

Applicants

127 (11%)

116 (14%)

Admits

82 (65%)

73 (63%)

8 (10%)

16 (22%)

Inquiries

Recruitment Pool as
of April 1
Inquiries

Enrollees
Enrollment Projections
Inquiries
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Summer and Fall 2016
1100

Applicants

155 (14%)

Admitted

130 (84%)

New Enrolled

50 (37%)

Continuing Enrolled

81

Students on Leave Fall 2016

8

Total Headcount

131

Total Billable

123
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Program Overview
Academic Update

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

With the New England Association of Schools and Colleges accreditation site visit just around the corner, the campus community as a
whole is eagerly anticipating rich dialogues about our program with
the visiting team. The faculty in particular is looking forward to the
opportunity to re-thinking our curriculum in light of accreditation
feedback.

The new Work Program team has been assessing community priorities and evaluating existing student positions on campus in order to
best meet the needs of the campus as a whole, while supporting the
holistic education of each student. We look forward to two All-College Work days this semester, while a committed Work Council is
researching established best practices and envisioning some exciting
changes to the Work Program in the fall.

There has been a significant staffing change in academic leadership.
Pavel Cenkl has been appointed as Associate Dean of Academics. This position, which effectively integrates our need for more
dedicated student academic support and coordination with Pavel’s
skills and experience, is the exciting resolution of our search for
an Associate Dean for Academic Advising and Learning Support.
The modification of the title acknowledges Pavel’s past and current
leadership in, for example, areas of curriculum and the NEASC SelfStudy process.

The Enrollment Council, established last semester, continues to
meet weekly to further integrate the Orientation and Engagement
Plan and to address issues and initiatives around communication,
planning, attrition, and the first-semester experience.

We have undertaken two faculty searches this winter, one for a fulltime Outdoor Education faculty member (filling the position left
vacant with the departure of Anthony Berkers last summer) and one
for a full-time Sustainable Agriculture faculty member (filling the
position that will be vacant when Brandon Bless completes his term
as a visiting faculty member after this semester). The former has not
yielded a suitable candidate, so we will re-open the search next year;
the latter is in process.

The past three years have been remarkable, as we took Sterling College’s information technology infrastructure from the mid-1980s to
a more sophisticated, modern standard. Now that our infrastructure
is stable and working seamlessly, it is time to look toward the future.
Michael will be reaching out to the community soon to gather
information to help create the next three-year plan for campus
technology.

Other program highlights include the success of the pilot Southwest
Field Semester, through which ten students are currently studying
and exploring the natural history and ancient cultures of the American Southwest, while also developing group expedition skills. While
it is too early to assess the full impact of this program, curricular or
financial, reports from the field are overwhelmingly positive. A full
and rich program for summer is on the horizon, both for matriculated students and for continuing education students (the School of
the New American Farmstead series of courses). With new fencing
in place, supported by a grant from the Natural Resource Conservation Service, the Rian Fried Center is pleased to have increased
the number of animals on the farm, which is essential for our
curriculum, research opportunities, and food production. We are
deeply grateful a gift toward the purchase of new equipment for the
Paradise Hall wood shop; this will markedly enhance woodworking
opportunities for students.

Community & Work Update
The community has continued to engage in rich and powerful conversations around racism, privilege, free speech, and equity. Through
all-college dialogues, community workshops, and intentional council
work, our commitment to personal and collective accountability,
integrity, and compassion is strengthened. One concrete result of
these conversations is the formation of an LGBTQ Alliance, and an
expressed interest in the formation of a students of color support
collective. Further outreach and research will support a deeply engaged Community Council as it plans community-building
initiatives for the Fall Semester.
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As Wellness Center staffing continues to pose a challenge, we have
begun to create a plan to contract with external providers to support
a wide range of health and wellness services on campus, rather than
search for a dedicated nurse and counselor moving forward.

Information Technology Update

Four student-focused ideas under consideration for the three-year
plan include:
1.

Updating Sterling’s SmartBoard technology across campus,
and bringing it to classrooms that currently rely on portable
projectors and screens.

2.

Adding more digital lines to the phone system on campus and
upgrading our overall phone system to allow for emergency
notifications.

3.

Further leveraging Blackbaud to enable the creation of Work
Program transcripts and the tracking of student work hours,
as well as online course registration.

4.

Expanding our computer labs to allow for more workstations
across campus.

In more current campus improvements, Michael has reviewed the
leased printers contract with the provider, Symquest. After review
and negotiation, Sterling will receive upgraded network multifunction printers, as well as additional network printers, this fiscal year
while simultaneously saving money on a monthly basis. This will
happen in late April. Michael is also working with the Risk Management team to incorporate cell phones into the campus safety and
disaster plans. •
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Board of Trustees Meeting
Draft Minutes
October 16, 2015

will work well for this. He expects there to be more business being
done via email, especially with the shift in the meeting schedule.
He noted that if anything needed more dialogue the item could be
tabled.

Trustees Present			

5. President’s Comments: Matthew began by talking about the
Saturday workshop, Design a College, which brings, faculty, staff,
trustees, and students together to have a rich conversation and
understand the links between authority and responsibility. Matthew
then briefly touched on some topics, including the financial report,
enrollment and the work being down on the new website, and noted
that planning will begin soon for the 60th anniversary celebration
of Sterling. He referenced the dedication with David Behrend to
be held that afternoon, and the importance of staying connected to
history and how Sterling has stayed faithful in its commitment to its
mission. Matthew noted the increasing size of the board to help with
solutions to the issues the College is facing. He said that there was
a great entering class and thanked Favor for developing the orientation program, stating overall the direction is positive.

Jon Larsen, Chair			
Pete Chehayl, Treasurer				
Matthew Derr, President
Margo Baldwin		
Marian Burros				
Richard Detweiler
Bob Durand		
John Elder
Ken Gibbons
Thad Guldbrandsen
Ann Guyer
Allison Hooper
Jake Oudheusden
Bob Shelton
Tom Stearns
Dave Stoner
Julie Wormser
Guests

6. NEASC Update: Jon asked Pavel and Matthew to give an update
on NEASC. Matthew acknowledged Pavel’s leadership and thanked
him. Pavel explained that the process began in the summer of 2013,
and that thirty individuals have contributed to the writing of the
self-study report. He said that some board members have agreed
to review the final draft, and that a representative from NEASC
will visit in late October to meet with the Steering Committee and
hold an open info session. President Jonathan Lash, of Hampshire
College, who will chair the visiting team in April 2016, comes for a
preliminary visit on October 28th.

DRAFT

Topher Bordeau
Pavel Cenkl
Deb Clark
Carol Dickson
Favor Ellis
Christian Feuerstein
Michael Heffernan
Katie Lavin
Tim Patterson
Beana Bern
					

1. Call to Order: Chair of the Board Jon Larsen called the meeting to order at 2:45 p.m. He introduced and welcomed Margo Baldwin as a new trustee, who was elected by email vote in September.
2. Re-elections: Jon asked Rick, Bob Shelton, and Ken to leave the
room. Jon asked for a motion to re-elect Rick Detweiler and Ken
Gibbons for a second three-year term, and Bob Shelton to third
three-year term. Pete made a motion and Dave seconded. Motion
carried. Rick, Bob, and Ken returned to the meeting.
3. Approval of Minutes: Chair Larsen asked for a motion to approve the minutes from the July 17 & 18, 2015 board meeting. Bob
Durand asked Katie to amend the minutes to reflect his attendance
at that meeting as his name was missing from the list of attendees.
Thad made the motion and Bob Shelton seconded. Motion carried.
4. Trustees Responsibilities Document: Rick passed around copies
of and explained the trustee responsibilities document. He would
like to get an acceptance vote via email from the board and will
solicit that in a few weeks. Matthew added this is something that the
trusteeship committee has been working on, and that email voting
SPRING REPORT FY16

Pavel said that the last 10 year review self study report from 2006
couldn’t be used as a foundation for this report because we are
such a different college now. For example, in that report we mention having an IT person for 4 hours a week. Major themes that
NEASC looks for include college-wide outcomes and how closely
a college follows its mission, which we do well here. Since 2006 we
have formalized more areas, like academic programs, policies, and
procedures. Workload issues, enrollment, and infrastructure are also
major themes in the report.
Pavel needs feedback on where to fit the work program, since there
is not a specific standard that it ties to, as well as program assessment, since we don’t have a formalized structure and should.
7. Program Committee Report: Jon asked Carol and John to report on the Program Committee. John said it is a good time for Sterling to think about long-term compensation and workload as one
topic. Matthew joined part of the committee meeting earlier that
day as well. The group decided on next steps and what to come back
with for the spring meeting. They looked at a comparison of faculty
salaries of cohort colleges, and asked what does total compensation
really mean? The group decided that it can include medical, dental,
TIAA-Cref, disability, college education benefits for children, travel,
sabbatical, family leave, and meals. Questions that came up include
are we comparing with 9 month or 12? Is sabbatical built in? Is there
a more than 1 year contract possibility? Matthew said that faculty are
at-will employees and receive annual letters of employment. There
has been an oral tradition of peer review. John said the other side
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of compensation is faculty workload, and Carol and the faculty will
take the lead on this.
Carol asked how best to get faculty needs, desires met—by raising
salary or adding additional faculty members? Her approach will be
a combination of survey and individual interviews. The next step
is research and deciding when and how to use the members of the
Program Committee. John will work on a timeline, and offered
the opportunity if trustees want to come up in January to help get
research from the faculty. There was a general discussion on how
faculty salaries are determined. Matthew said someone is compensated on years of experience and number of credits he or she teaches.
His hope is that this will be a way of looking at how we attract and
sustain a talented faculty. Wendy asked if the staff will be considered
in the same. John said that the Program Committee was not charged
with that group of employees, but adjunct faculty will have to be
taken into account.
8. Enrollment Report: Tim noted that the Enrollment Committee
did a focus group during their committee meeting for the website.
He said that retention has been steady and the new class will add a
lot to Sterling. He said that we are not at the point that we are selective but can say no to those you have less potential to succeed here.

Matthew said that he meets weekly with Deb and that she does
strategic work in control of expenses. When the first quarter is done
for the year, Deb compares last year’s and this year’s spending versus
budget and shares that information with budget managers. The zero
based budgeting approach allows budget managers to be aware and
make plans for spending.
Pete put asked for a motion that the full Board of Trustees accept
the FY16 budget. Bob Durand made a motion, Ken seconded, all in
favor. Motion passed.
Jon adjourned the meeting at 4:40 pm.
Saturday, October 17, 2015

Trustees present: Deborah Alfond, Margo Baldwin, Eric Becker,
Pete Chehayl, Rick Detweiler, Cathy Donnelly, John Elder, Thad
Guldbrandsen, Ann Guyer, Wendy Koenig, Jake Oudheusden, Bob
Shelton, Tom Stearns, Dave Stoner, Julie Wormser.
Staff present: Katie Lavin
10. Closing Remarks: Matthew thanked Rick for his work at the Design a College Workshop earlier that day. He noted that there will
not be a full board meeting until April, but that the Executive and
Finance Committee will meet in January. Matthew said it could be
arranged to have people phone in as long as the officers can attend
in person. Matthew then left the meeting.
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Beana described the new website process, the team, and the approach. The team came in late September and met with about 90%
of the faculty, 60% of the staff, and 25% of the students. She said
she is looking to update the trustee bios online and will send out
six questions to help that process. Jon asked if the two web teams
had met before, and Beana replied no, that it was intentional to pair
them for that healthy tension. Margo asked where we were at in the
process, and Beana said that she is identifying the pages the firm
will write, and will have wire frames at the end of November, with
the entire website completed in February. Ann asked where it is in
the budget, and Matthew explained that the funds came from the
different departments that make up the External Relations Committee. He said the money came from the existing budget, and that we
funding this instead of doing some things that we have done in the
past.
9. Finance & Investment Committee Report: Pete reported for the
Finance Committee and said that he, Deb, Ken, and Matthew met
with the auditor that morning and got an unqualified opinion. He
noted that the report and analysis is on the trustee site. He added
that the form 990 will be posted on the site and Deb will send an
email when it is up. No action is needed by trustees unless you want
to comment, and it will be filed five days after it is posted.
The next item was the review of FY16 budget. On page 12 of the
report it shows that the discount rate for FY15 was just shy of 50%,
and is projected to come down for FY16. The FFTE for FY16 will
increase the headcount by 16 people over last year to be 144 FFTE.
There was a shortfall for FY15 for the short-term programs, and the
expected revenue for short-term programs will be higher for FY16.
Pete said that for the forth year in a row we have built in increases
to salaries. Expected revenue is $575,000 increase from FY15, total
operational expenses increase by $136,000 to be $3.8 million total.
Pete said that when we are able to break even from operations, then
the net proceeds from Advancement could go towards endowment.
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11. Executive Committee Discussion and Adjournment: Wendy
took over the meeting and said there was one item of business to
discuss, which is Matthew’s contract, but need Chair Jon Larsen
there. The item will be tabled due to the chair’s absence. Tom asked
if Matthew was okay with that, and Wendy replied yes. Katie passed
around the evaluation form. Cathy adjourned the meeting at 3:27
pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Katie Lavin, Recording Secretary
Trusteeship Committee Notes for Full Board
October 16, 2015
Trustees present: Rick Detweiler, Matthew Derr, Jon Larsen, Dave
Stoner
Staff present: Topher Bordeau, Katie Lavin
Committee Chair Rick Detweiler called the meeting to order at
10:05 a.m. Rick asked for a motion to accept the minutes. Jon made
a motion, Dave seconded, and all were in favor. Minutes accepted.
Rick went on to discuss the draft Statement of Trustee Responsibilities and noted the slight changes he made to the previous version,
including adding the section on the importance of 100% participation in philanthropic giving.
Rick asked for a motion to accept this document to share with the
rest of the board. Dave made a motion, Jon seconded it, all in favor.
Motion passed.
Rick asked Katie to make copies to hand out at the full board meeting the next day, and he will ask the board to read and do an online
vote before January.
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The committee then discussed board membership and reviewed the
updated document that lists terms.
Rick would like to put something in the bylaws stating that a term
begins July 1, to coincide with the fiscal year, and either back date or
forward date someone’s term depending on when they start. Dave
said it had been that the term was counted as starting in October,
and Rick said that he would like to switch this so it is not tied to a
board meeting, but rather the fiscal year, meaning that their first
year begins at the beginning of the fiscal year. Matthew liked this
idea. Katie will review the bylaws and update.
The committee talked about how to grant emeritus status to
trustees. Matthew will work with Rick on this before the next board
meeting.
Matthew also noted that they are several board members whose
terms end in 2016, and that some are eligible for reelection and
some are not. Katie will add to the April agenda both the names of
these trustees and evaluation of trustees in general. Rick then turned
to Matthew to discuss the new trustee search.
Rick adjourned the meeting at 12:50 pm.
Respectfully submitted,

the discount rate is expected to trend down. Deb added that the
discount rate exploded last year and we have made a concentrated
effort to hold it down. Matthew added that the College has been
successful at stabilizing the discount rate, the quality of the students
has improved, and we are growing in selectivity. Tim added that
growth projected in student enrollment will be helped by two projects- the renovation of the Admission office and the new website,
both of which should show their impact in one year. Pete noted that
there is a $500,000 increase in net tuition and fees, which is 20%
over last year. Another major increase over last year is in expected
revenue is in the short-term programs (Continuing Education),
even though there was a shortfall last year. Matthew explained that
this was a calendar issue last year about when the programs where
scheduled and is hard to predict revenue. Margo asked when we
collect revenue for tuition, and Pete replied it’s ongoing, but when
the course happens is when the revenue shows.
Pete continued by saying that there is a $575,000 increase in operating revenue over last year (which does not include advancement),
while operating expenses only increase $136,000 over last year. He
noted that for the fourth year in a row the faculty members have
gotten a salary increase. Matthew added that this provides a greater
sense of stability but that we are behind our peer schools, which
the Program Committee is looking at. He said that over the years
the College was able to reduce administrative positions and convert
adjunct faculty to full time faculty, and mentioned a deeper commitment to faculty hires.
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Katie Lavin,Assistant to the President

Executive and Finance Committee Notes
October 16, 2015

Trustees present: Jon Larsen, Deborah Alfond, Margo Baldwin, Pete
Chehayl, Matthew Derr, Rick Detweiler, John Elder, Ken Gibbons,
Allison Hooper, Jake Oudheusden, Dave Stoner

=Staff present: Beana Bern, Topher Bordeau, Deb Clark, Carol
Dickson, Favor Ellis, Christian Feuerstein, Michael Heffernan, Katie
Lavin, Tim Patterson
Chair Jon Larsen called the meeting to order and introduced Margo
Baldwin as the new board member. He noted that the Vice Chair
and Secretary were not able to attend this committee meeting but
would be joining the board meeting later.
Jon asked for a motion to approve the minutes from the Summer
2015 Executive and Finance Committee meeting. Rick made a motion, Jake seconded, all in favor. Minutes approved.
Pete began the meeting by discussing the audit. Pete, Ken, Deb, and
Matthew met with Brett Hodgdon, the auditor, to discuss the audit
analysis. Brett then met with Ken and Pete privately and gave a clean
opinion that we have strong financial statements, despite it being a
complicated year. Pete noted that the College will put the draft form
990 on the trustee site, and Deb will send out an email when that is
up. Pete is not necessarily looking for feedback from the group but
would welcome it.
Pete continued by saying that Deb and Matthew have been doing a
great job minding the financial position of the College. He referenced page 12 in the Autumn Report to consider the FFTE and
discount rate. In FY15 the FFTE was 128 with a discount rate just
shy of 50%. For FY16 the FFTE is expected to increase by 16, and
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Pete said that another key item is that the Net Proceeds from Operations (page 13 in the Report) was ($920,500) in FY15, and is projected to be ($483,400) for FY2016. This is because the discount rate
was higher than anticipated and the short-term program revenue was
under by $120,000.
Deb said that for FY16, the College pulled back to only budget for
what has been identified ahead of time for capital projects, which
was a concentrated planning initiative. She also noted that debt
service payments will be higher in FY16 than in FY15. She noted
that at the point of sale of River House, the conversion of cash will
be used to pay down debt which will lessen the impact of interest
and principal payments on the budget.
Deb noted that for the revolving line of credit, the College is
required “rest”, which means to pay down to $0 for 30 days, at least
once a year. This year we will have rested twice, and are looking
towards being able to do it a third time. Matthew added that this
is important because for future financial opportunities, we need to
demonstrate that we manage cash well to banks. One way we will
need to get help from the bank in the future is to get bridge loans
against pledges over the next few years for capital renovations. This
is also an accreditation year and showing how we have improved
financially is key. Matthew and Pete thanked Deb for the hard work
she does.
Pete’s summary is that we will break even from operations, break
even from capital giving and capital renovations, and achieve the
annual giving goal. There will be plans for significant capital improvements when we raise money to do them. Matthew noted that
the cost per dollar raised will go up.
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Pete asked for a motion to accept the FY2016 budget. Ken made a
motion, John seconded, all in favor. Motion passed.
Pete recommends that the auditor give his report to the Executive
and Finance Committee at the October 2016 meeting, instead of
just to a small group.
Jon adjourned the meeting at 2:45 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Katie Lavin, Assistant to the President
Buildings & Grounds Committee Notes
October 16, 2015
Trustees present: Jon Larsen, Deborah Alfond, Pete Chehayl,
Matthew Derr, Rick Detweiler, John Elder, Ken Gibbons, Allison
Hooper, Jake Oudheusden, Bob Durand
Staff present: Topher Bordeau, Deb Clark, Katie Lavin, Tim Patterson, Kelly Jones, Farley Brown
Jon opened the meeting by stating that the Buildings & Grounds
Committee has been revived, and that Ken Gibbons has agreed to
chair it. Matthew said that he will work with Ken and Jon to get
volunteers to sit on this committee.

Advancement Committee Notes
October 16, 2015
Trustees present: Deborah Alfond, Margo Baldwin, Marian Burros,
Ken Gibbons, Jon Larsen, Dave Stoner, Julie Wormser; Matthew
Derr joined the meeting while in progress.
Staff present: Topher Bordeau, Micki Martin, Christian Feuerstein,
Katie Lavin, Deb Clark
Jon Larsen called the meeting to order. He stated that Eric Becker
was going to be the new Chair of the Advancement Committee but
could not attend the meeting today. He welcomed Margo Baldwin
to the committee.
Ken Gibbons made a motion to approve the notes from the July 17,
2015 Advancement Committee meeting as presented in the board
material. Marian seconded. Motion carried.
Topher presented and reviewed the agenda for the meeting. He explained the donor pyramid that he had prepared. He stated that the
pyramid shows that Sterling has a healthy annual giving structure
and it showed where Sterling’s giving level strengths and weaknesses
were. He said that mid-level giving needs to grow.
He also presented the committee members with a major gift prospect analysis that was broken down according to giving levels of
$50,000, $25,000, $10,000, $5,000, $2,000 and $1,000. The list was
prepared by Wealth Engine, the new donor research tool that the
College is using. He stated that it is the “best educated guess” as to
donor giving potential. He asked the committee for input regarding
names on the lists and would like all committee members to review
the list and get back to him before Thanksgiving.
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Kelly said that the renovations in Kane are underway and should be
finished in late November or early December. The road to the farm is
done, and the lights on the pathway will be done soon. Matthew said
all of these things address safety and the attractiveness of campus.
Farley explained that the Lands & Energy Committee looks at how
plans are implemented. Someone on campus who wants to add a
fence or cut or plant trees for example, would put forth a proposal.
They recently updated their charge to include renovations.

Matthew said that the Buildings & Grounds Committee will help
to prioritize campus projects with goal of addressing the $5 million
worth of deferred maintenance on this campus. Ken said he is looking forward to working with Farley and Kelly and helping to figure
out funding and priorities.
The group then left to visit the site where the solar trackers will be.
Although there is an unhappy neighbor, the College had a good
process with the public service board and will plant trees and plants
as a screen. There will be a conduit placed on October 22 and when
the ground freezes, 11 trackers will be built. A class of students gets
to help build one of them. Bob asked what percent of electricity they
will generate for Sterling, and Matthew answered 90% to start, with
the hopes that through conservation efforts will bring it up to be
100%. Farley noted that this is a critical ecology area and they will
monitor the land use disturbance.
The group them walked over the Kane where the renovations are
happening. Tim described the layout of the new space.
The group then walked to where the farm road was recently re-graded.
Respectfully submitted,
Katie Lavin, Assistant to the President
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He said that he had a very meaningful and long conversation with
trustee Rick Detweiler regarding foundations. Margo said that it
would be nice to have a list of businesses who give to Sterling. Topher will put together a list and email it to Margo. Julie asked about
the possibility of holding regional events for connections.
Topher distributed and reviewed the Sterling Fund Tracking Model.
He stated that December is a big month for fundraising for Sterling.
He said that we are ahead of where we want to be and that we rely
on a small group of people making large gifts. He said that it creates
an urgency around cultivation/solicitation. Julie asked if Sterling
had thought about “Giving Tuesday.” Christian briefly discussed
what the College did last year for Giving Tuesday. Discussion was
also had on a phone bank.
Topher briefly discussed the Sterling Reunion/Open House/Family
Weekend that took place earlier in the month. He said that the
weekend itself was a great weekend. He would like to look at the
reunion part of it again. He said that reunions mean different things
to different people and he wants to know how to deliver the best
reunion for alumni of Sterling. He also discussed the Sterling Alumni Board which Sydney Flowers had started. He would like to form
the alumni board with the first project being how to plan the next
reunion which will be the 60th Anniversary Celebration. Matthew
said that the hope is to hold it in June of 2017 which will also be the
beginning of the final year of the campaign. Ken stated that creating
the alumni group has been in the discussion for about three years
now. He said that alumni giving numbers seem low and asked how
do we increase alumni giving. A brief discussion was had on who
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counts as alumni and ways to create “Sterling” moments before the
reunion that could include projects or book discussions. Deborah
said that creating satellite events before the reunion could help. She
said that an alumni board is critical for Sterling and that it is important to make people remember what Sterling did for them.
Christian reported on Communications. She spoke about recent
media outreach and press coverage. She stated that Sterling received
some unexpected publicity because of Vermont Pride and the Advocate using Sterling’s photo album. She spoke about coverage with
the Associated Press for recognition in Sierra Magazine and BestColleges.com, and a television show in Australia called “Cheese Slices”
that was on campus to interview Matthew about the collaboration
with Jasper Hill. She said that Sterling will be featured in Vermont
Magazine, Yankee Magazine and Modern Farmer. She presented a
preview of the latest edition of the Common Voice and said that it is
at the printer and will be mailed soon. Jon asked if there were any
sports activities that were worth going to the press. She said that she
is working with Pavel to get the information and reaching out for the
shooting sports team.
Matthew asked the committee if they had had any feedback from
people. He wanted to know what other people are seeing and what
they are saying. Julie stated that her conversations have been very
pleasant. She has experienced more hope, cheerfulness, and a sense
of renewal. She said that there is liveliness to what faculty and
students are doing. Margo said that Sterling has been on the leading
edge and there is a lot of exciting things going on. Ken stated that
community outreach is important and noted two local rotary clubs
that he has connected Sterling to.

Tim talked about the newest class and how Sterling is excited about
them. We are currently still scrambling to fill the spring class but
hopefully with the new website we will be in a better position in the
next year.
Tom noted that we didn’t quite hit the enrollment goal this fall, yet
we were more selective, and asked why that was. Tim said that if we
accepted the no-admitted students, we would have been hearing different things about the current class from faculty and students. He
continued that it is a fine balance of making the numbers but not
lowering the quality of student. Tom stated that the 79% acceptance
rate is not accurate, noting that if you don’t include the folks who
didn’t complete an interview, we are near 90% for an acceptance
rate, and requested that we quantify both numbers in the future.
Allison stated that she feels it is the right approach to focus more on
the right fit than filling the spots.
Tim talked about the back and forth between Tim and Barb about
keeping the discount rate where it should be. The group discussed
how unfortunate it is when someone submits their FAFSA late.
Tim thanked Jake for helping out at a College Fair.
Tim turned the meeting over to Beana, who explained the process
for building the new website. She noted that we are not like other
schools and yet we need to compete with other schools. Sterling contracted with Ruffalo Noel Levitz to do website infrastructure since
they build lots of higher education websites. Tanner Moore Designs
is putting the “skin” on the website, since they are good at capturing
the feeling of a place.
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Christian briefly discussed the new solar panels that will be installed
this winter and said that press release/outreach regarding the panels
will also be very important. Matthew reported on structural changes
with the communications/marketing areas of the College. He stated
that Christian is now focusing on communication, press coverage
and the Common Voice, and Beana Bern will work more directly
with marketing and the External Relations Committee. He said that
Beana will participate on both the Enrollment and Advancement
Committees of the Board. He also reported on the development and
launch of the new website for the College.
Respectfully submitted,
Micki Martin, Director of Advancement Services
Enrollment Committee Notes
October 16, 2015
Trustees present: Jake Oudheusden, Ann Guyer, Tom Stearns,
Allison Hooper

Staff present: Barb Stuart, Beana Bern, Tim Patterson, Lucy Hankinson, David Koschak
Tim opened the meeting at 1:00 pm and began by saying that he
is happy with what is going on in Admission. Tim said that Lucy is
going to be the Assistant Director of Admission and David is going
to be Assistant Director of Financial Aid. Tim also announced that
Admission recently hired Harley Meyer, a Sterling alumna, as the
new Admission Counselor.
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Since about 70% of our students find us through our website, we
think we need to focus a lot of energy on having it represent us well.
Beana explained the focus groups that happened in late September
when the consultants were here with students, faculty, and staff.
Beana wanted the opportunity to have the trustees participate in the
focus group as well. Jake asked if Beana planned to do another focus
group before it is released to the public to make sure that it feels
right to the current students? Beana replied yes, that a very comprehensive review process will happen. The wire frames and diagrams
will be established by the end of November. She is aiming for classic,
clean, and modern, a careful muted path of discovery that is simple,
using pen and ink drawings here and there as accents. She noted
that there is so much texture in what goes on at Sterling that is
important to capture.
Allison noted that this new website provides the opportunity to
disrupt the status quo, which is the bombardment of information
and choices for students. She continued that some students are able
to navigate it, others need more time, and it is important to have it
be less open ended by telling students what they need to do rather
than all of the things they could do. Tom talked about the fact that
we are not the right fit for the majority of college bound students
in this country as an environmental stewardship college. Beana said
it is about finding the balance between simple and the possibilities.
Allison said that we have to make sure that we are allowing the possibility for students who don’t know what they want to study per se.
Ann said that she noticed on the Ruffalo website, that they offer
a lot of services, and asked if they are just using a module for our
website? Beana replied that they are to an extent. We are different
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from the schools they normally work for so they will be modifying it
a lot, and we are challenging them.
Beana asked is Sterling special enough to you that you stay connected? Jake said that it was the size that helped bring him here. He
came from a large high school and Sterling had so much possibility
for being involved. Beana asked why do you keep giving to this
place? Allison answered that ant to stay connected to this community so she can recruit talent. Ann said that Vermont stands for
something all over the world and that Sterling almost couldn’t exist
any other place, and it has been growing and taking root. Tom said
that he has been frustrated at Sterling for 20 years and he is curious
about the future of a specialized school to be economically viable
but holding to ecological goals. He continued by saying that Sterling
is a neighbor and needs to have a broader understanding of what its
classroom looks like since a small school like this cannot be confined to its clapboards. Schools around the world would be envious
of the “campus” that exists within 20 miles and we are lacking
taking advantage of what is around us.
Beana asked if Sterling is starting to realize some of its potential?
Tom answered that Sterling has been starting to tighten systems so
that the other partnerships can happen, like working with Jasper
Hill. Allison said that when she first came here the place seemed
depressing and rundown. It is getting a bit of a facelift which is
important for moving forward and awareness has increased. Tom
noted that you cannot be small and quiet, that you have to be small
and loud or bold. Jake added that Sterling definitely had a rundown
feeling when he was here and things are looking prettier now. When
he is out in the world and tells people where he went, they say they
have heard of it, which is a new experience for him. He said that
alumni have taken more pride in the school recently.

Program Committee Notes
October 16, 2015
Trustees present: John Elder (Committee Chair), Pete Chehayl,
Matthew Derr, Rick Detweiler, Bob Durand, Bob Shelton, Thad
Guldbrandsen
Staff present: Laura Lea Berry, Pavel Cenkl, Carol Dickson, Favor
Ellis, Michael Heffernan, Laura Spence
The Committee approved the minutes from the Summer 2015
meeting.
Matthew shared the goal of the institution, which is to concentrate
on the renewed health of the College and increase faculty and staff
compensation. The Committee can help in this process by providing
context to the board about why faculty compensation is a priority.
The faculty are already very busy, but they have taken up some of the
work of examining workload. There are committee members with
expertise in this area who may be able to help. Matthew would like
the committee to be able to make recommendations for a three-year
plan by the Spring Meeting so that it can be incorporated into the
budget for the next fiscal year. The recommendations may include
changes to compensation, retirement, or health care. We’ve done
better with recent hires, but there are many faculty members who
have been here for a long time who may be challenged to retire. Obviously these decisions will impacted by enrollment and fundraising.
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Ann said that it is still an issue of what kind of a school Sterling is—a
farm school or liberal arts? Beana noted that we are unique and the
website is not going to clarify what Sterling is, as the school is still
evolving. Beana said that she has found that the size is what students
value overwhelmingly at Sterling.
Jake said that people often talk about the buildings which leads people to think of us as a farm and if we discussed things that are not
the buildings people would begin to recognize what we have. Tom
said that Prescott talks about how the Southwest is their classroom
and reiterated the need to talk about the bigger community as our
campus. Allison said she would be interested to see how many people choose Sterling because of Vermont, since Vermont as a place is
a brand, and Vermont is our classroom.
Beana said that she is working on redoing the faculty’s bios and
wants to do that for the trustees. Tom agreed, and Ann said that she
thinks there is already enough info about the trustees and Beana
clarified that it would be a reorganization of the info and be asked
the same questions as for the faculty bios.
Tom made a motion to approve the last meeting’s minutes, all
agreed, and the motion passed.
Tim adjourned the meeting at 2:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Lucy Hankinson, Admission Counselor
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How will the committee members communicate with each other to
move this conversation forward? Some work will need to be done
online to meet the spring deadline. If the committee can come up
with a list of questions Matthew and Katie can find those answers
from other colleges, as some of the colleges are very willing to share
information.
Pete would like more information about the full time Sterling
faculty. Carol suggested that it might be helpful to ask the faculty to
complete a survey about priorities/circumstances. We often don’t
think about things that seem impossible or unattainable such as the
consortium agreements for tuition exchange. Matthew encouraged
the committee to take a comprehensive and ambitious approach to
this conversation.
John shared his excitement about taking on this task. He asked
if Sterling has 9 month or 12 month contracts? Matthew said we
have never had more than 1-year contracts at Sterling. As Sterling
becomes more solvent it may be possible to have 3-5 year contracts
with no tenure. We also don’t have any guidelines for sabbatical and
leave time. How can we streamline demands on faculty time? Would
they be happier with one more faculty member or a 3% raise?
It might be helpful to have some members of the committee can
come up in January to help gather information about faculty needs.
There is a great deal of individualized instruction at Sterling, which
might make this conversation more complex.
Benefits could include retirement funds, medical contributions,
educational support of children, medical/dental, disability, unemployment, compensation for travel and research, sabbatical, meals,
day care and/or family leave, and other professional development
(courses, books). For people who have been here for 25 years we may
devote a lot of our funds to catching them up compensation-wise.
The pot of money is still small and we need to be careful not to
create an expectation. John suggested matching our faculty compenSPRING REPORT FY16

sation with our dollars per student endowment. We currently rank
6th on the list of cohort schools in terms of compensation.

eligible per policy, and to discuss a one-time temporary draw of
$150,000.

‘Salary is a dissatisfier, not a satisfier.’ How does the faculty community end up feeling is some people get 10% raise and others get 2%.
Additionally, if we raise faculty salaries we need to consider the feelings of the staff who are also under-compensated. There is currently
a fair amount of dissatisfaction about growth areas at the college and
programmatic needs that may not be being met.

Matthew said that we need additional accounting support in the
Business Office due to the increasing scope of activities as we are
growing into a more complicated institution. Matthew recommends
moving forward with a spring search for a VP of Finance & Operations to start on July 1, 2016, and noted the job description was
included in the 11/11 email. He needs support and permission from
the board to do this, and looks forward to discussing the job description offline and at the January meeting, as the Finance Committee
will be an integral part of the process. Matthew will keep all up to
date, and asked if the job description needed a vote, and Pete said
that no vote is needed at this time.

The relationship between the board and faculty is not uncomplicated and talking to the faculty about compensation and benefits
may be complex. Rick encouraged the taskforce members to be
thoughtful about how to include committee members in interviews
and conversations. At Sterling the faculty and board interact a lot
more than at other colleges. Pete was encouraging about the committee members being included in these conversations in some way.
Carol, Pavel, and Laura will talk to the faculty about how to include
committee members in conversations about workload and compensation.
John mentioned that it may be important to consider the adjunct
faculty members and how they are compensated, particularly those
who have been here for a number of years. Pete encouraged us to develop a compensation package that encourages people to stay longer.
Carol said that the taskforce will meet two weeks from now to make
a timeline for gathering information from the faculty, and may set
aside some time on January 21st during faculty retreat to discuss as
a group.

Matthew moved on to describe the process of the restatement of the
audit. There is no action needed from the committee, this is just to
inform. Matthew asked Ken if he thought we should put out an RFP
for a new auditor. Ken said that best practices suggest we do that,
and the bank suggests doing it every three years. Pete agreed that it
is overdue, and that it is not just the restatement that has prompted
this idea, they have talked about it before. Matthew said that he,
Pete, and Deb will work on identifying firms and have the board
conduct interviews. The College will keep working with the current
auditor for the mid-year review and then start looking. Deb said we
should look to March to make a decision on what firm to hire, as by
April auditors have begun filling up their August fieldwork schedules.
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Michael gave a technology update and said that Common House is
not yet connected to the internet. He is working with an electrician
and Fairpoint Communications to get the building online by the
end of the semester. The cellular tower, which will cover Verizon
and Sprint, is up on the farm road and has been working on and
off. Michael is trying to get in touch with the company about when
the tower will be on permanently.

Favor gave a Work Program/Community update and stated that
Seth Barr, the new Director of Work in Community, will start work
on Monday. She added that the increased student responsibility for
the Work Program is going well and that the faculty supervisors have
less paperwork and bureaucracy now.
John adjourned the meeting.

Matthew steered the conversation to discuss cash flow. A series
of things hit cash sooner then expected. Matthew explained that
there were more instructional expenses this fall, especially due to
multiple Global Field Studies programs, and overspending from
the President’s Office and Advancement budget. Matthew noted
that fundraising revenue is on track, but fall enrollment had some
attrition. The College needs additional cash available until spring
receipts from tuition come in January. While we don’t need it all
immediately, we would like to draw the annual amount now and
have up to $150,000 additional available. Matthew is looking for the
Committee’s permission to go to the bank for approval to withdraw
the additional $150,000, to be paid back in January. Ken recused
himself from the vote.

Staff participating: Deb Clark, Katie Lavin

Jon said that he talked to fellow committee member Wendy Koenig
in advance of this call since she could not be on it, and she expressed deep concern about getting into the endowment for the
second year in a row. Eric feels the same way, though he supports
the withdrawal. He said the College needs to realize that this is
not the purpose of the endowment. He said that as of September
30th there is $43,000 in cash and that we need to go into stocks
and bonds to get the additional funds. Matthew shares the concern
and regret, and owns the responsibility for the situation. Jon said it
is growing pains. Pete said that with spring tuition receipts we will
repay the endowment and hold the line of credit down to zero. Deb
noted that Trillium can access the cash during the rebalancing of the
portfolio.

Board Chair Jon Larsen called the meeting to order. Matthew referenced the email he sent to the group on November 11th, 2015. Pete
added that one of the purposes of the call was to discuss increasing
the annual draw on the endowment to $53,000, the total amount

Pete made a motion that the College seeks permission from the
Union Bank to withdraw up to $150,000 in additional funds from
the endowment and repay when the funds are available. Eric seconded, all in favor. Motion passed.

Respectfully submitted,
Laura Lea Berry, Registrar
Finance Committee Conference Call Notes
November 13, 2015
Trustees participating: Eric Becker, Pete Chehayl, Matthew Derr,
Ken Gibbons, Jon Larsen
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Pete made a motion that the Executive & Finance Committee
increases the annual draw for FY2016 from $45,000 to $53,000. Jon
seconded, all in favor. Motion passed.

The College will look carefully at spring retention numbers and if
financial aid is where it should be. Matthew thanked Tim for managing the financial aid budget.

Matthew reminded the committee that the tuition rate for the following year will be set at the January Executive & Finance meeting,
and that he is working with Rick Detweiler on different models.

Fundraising:

Jon adjourned the meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Katie Lavin, Assistant to the President •

Minutes from Winter 2016 Executive & Finance Committee Notes
Executive and Finance Committee Notes
January 16, 2015
Trustees present: Matthew Derr, Ken Gibbons, Wendy Koenig, Jon
Larsen

Matthew stated that there is $4.8 million in solicitations out at this
time, which he and Topher are collaborating on. He thanked Rick
Detweiler for facilitating a meeting for Matthew with the Endeavor
Foundation in NYC.
Matthew made an ask of $500,000 to the Endeavor Foundation
for the Global Field Studies program and anticipates hearing their
decision this month. A proposal to the Gladys Brooks Foundation
was not funded.

Admission:
Tim reported that the Noel Levitz survey indicates that student
satisfaction is up. There are eight new student deposits for spring
term. The FFTE was down 6% from enrollment at the beginning of
the semester due to a variety of factors, including full-time students
moving to part-time. While there has been a decrease in number
of inquiries, the students who are applying are more qualified. The
Admission staff is confident about bringing in a strong Fall 2016
class. There are new members of the Admission team, including
redundancy in Financial Aid, which will be of help. The Admission
office renovation is progressing.
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By phone: Eric Becker, Pete Chehayl, Rick Detweiler, Jon Elder

Staff present: Deb Clark, Tim Patterson, Topher Bordeau, Joyce
Morrissey

Welcome and Convene:

Chair Jon Larsen called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.

President Matthew Derr began by acknowledging that this is the first
meeting of the Executive and Finance Committees held in January,
and its primary focus will be on finances. The information shared
at this meeting is intended to give the committees a good sense of
where the College stands mid-year.
Matthew noted that the new website will be launched in March and
is expected to be a “game-changer”. Its design is a generation ahead
of our peers. As it relates to finance, marketing for Continuing Education programs would be costly without the benefit of the website.
Matthew will further discuss the early impact of the website at the
Spring meeting. Tim agreed that the website has the potential for
very positive impact from an Admission perspective.
Matthew shared that the launch of the new summer enterprise, The
School of the New American Farmstead, comes at a transitional
moment as the meaning of environmental stewardship education
evolves.
Matthew thanked and credited the efforts of many people, especially
Nicole Civita, Faculty of Sustainable Food Systems, with this exciting initiative, which will provide new revenue and increased exposure for Sterling. Pete suggested exploring trademarking of Working
Hands, Working Minds, and The School of the New American Farmstead.
Matthew will explore funding possibilities to do so.
Matthew reported that growth at Sterling is robust, revenue is moving in the right direction and zero-based budgeting will continue.
The final spring enrollment numbers will determine if and what
cuts will be necessary.
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Ken asked how most applicants find Sterling. Tim replied that
most applications come through the Common Application, so it is
not possible to determine exactly how they choose to apply. Some
students find Sterling online when they search for programs related
to environmental stewardship, some learn from word of mouth, and
some from Modern Farmer magazine.
Wendy asked how Sterling is doing in regards to veterans and
mentioned that their needs and requirements differ from traditional
college students. Tim responded that growth is slow but steady. Lucy
Hankinson in Admission office has taken the lead with veteran
recruiting. Matthew shared that the campus therapist has experience
working with veterans, and PTSD. The location of Sterling is a
disadvantage in respect to its distance from VA facilities and other
resources. Wendy commented that veterans often create supports in
their own ranks.

Report on Capital Giving:
Topher said that in regards to the Annual Fund, we are working to
increase gifts in the $5,000-10,000 range and seeing some results
there. Three foundation grant applications have been made; two to
the Gladys Brooks Foundation and one to Working Lands Enterprise Board. We are less than $100,000 from meeting our $2 million
match, which we’ve been into for 14 months. We will make a push
to complete the match early in 2016.
We are creating a challenge for new donors in June. Planned giving
is the low hanging fruit. We are hoping to re-engage Sterling School
alums with the help of David Behrend. Topher has had visits with
several Sterling School alums with promising results. Matthew credited Micki Martin’s perspective and institutional memory as very
helpful to the Advancement office and efforts.

NEASC Update:
The final version of Standard Nine will be sent to the board in the
next week as required per NEASC.
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In preparation for the April site visit, Matthew will schedule a board
conference call to discuss the schedule and trustee participation.
The visiting team will decide who they the wish to speak with.

Finance Committee Report:
Pete stated that things are in good shape. We are optimistic about
paying down the line of credit and there is no change in expected
revenue. Matthew commented that there is attentiveness to revenue
this year. Ken reported that there are good tracking and cost accounting systems in place. Matthew said we are identifying expenses
with programs, re-shaping line items, and investing in the website,
which we will track the expenses of. The FY2017 budget will be
ready for the July meeting.
Deb said that we are trending 5% ahead and we will have a better
sense of enrollment revenue by the end of the intensive courses. We
are looking carefully at budgets and delaying spending. The budget
in the President’s Office is higher due to landscaping, NEASC
preparation and solar trackers. More expenses related to accreditation are expected. The bottom line is that we expect to break even
for the year. There will be increases in Advancement over last year
due to Matthew and Topher’s salaries. Deb reported that the FFTE
is 120.5 for the year.

the discount rate. If the tuition increase is 5%, what is the increase
in revenue?
Matthew reported that Sterling did not increase tuition when the
economy was strong in the 1990’s. There is concern now of falling
behind the pace of peer institutions. We have a larger returning
student population and less opportunity to look at financial aid.
Matthew asked that the board consider a tuition increase of 6%,
5%, and 4%.
Wendy shared that the reality of the impact of the cost of tuition
for families leaves her with great concerns with a higher increase.
Matthew said in general it is not a good signal to be in the back of
the pack. The perception of value is linked with the cost. Following further discussion, Pete suggested an increase between 5-10%.
Wendy expressed understanding of desire for higher increase but
also understands the reality of the burden for students and families.
Wendy proposed a cap on an increase of 5%. Jon and Eric agreed
with Wendy.
John Elder asked for a motion to increase tuition for FY2017 by
5.5%. Pete seconded. Vote called on for a 5.5% tuition increase,
three votes in favor, four votes against. Motion failed to pass.
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Trillium Report:

Eric stated that the timing of the December withdrawal was good
as the market was down 8.5. $100,000 of the draw was taken from
stock. Overall performance is flat for the year. Deb stated that we
are on track to pay $150,000. Wendy reported that the governor is
asking the state to divest its fossil fuel investments. Let your legislators know that you support this.

Audit Firm Discussion:

Ken said that the sooner we solicit RFPs the better. Pete asked Ken
to identify some firms and invited suggestions from all committee
members, and that they should send names of firms to Deb. She will
forward the suggestions to the Finance Committee to narrow down
the selection, and Matthew and Deb will review finalists. Once the
current firm is contacted, Deb will send the RFP to them.
Matthew asked committee members for advice regarding the VP for
Finance search. Due to the salary range, Matthew suggested that delaying the search until after the April board meeting. Ken said that
the salary is too low considering the qualifications we are seeking.
Following discussion the committee agreed that it is best to delay the
search. We will be in a better position in April to determine the best
time to launch the search.

Tuition Discussion:
Matthew opened the discussion regarding tuition increase for
2016-17. We are mindful of our cohorts and price sensitivity in the
market and recognize this is not a time for double-digit increase.
He noted that the quality and cost of the programs at Sterling have
increased and suggested an increase between 4-6%. Rick stated that
the range is not unusual. The focus should be on the revenue, not
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Wendy asked for a motion to increase tuition for FY2017 by 5%.
Pete seconded, all in favor. Motion passed.

Capital Projects Discussion:

Matthew opened a discussion about Middle House/Williamson
Center. The building has been considered for Outdoor Education
Center classrooms and faculty offices. Two donors have come forward to help with capital projects, which will provide between $250300,000. We have an additional $25,000 gift from a new donor.
The asking price of the building is $190,000 and Sterling will offer
to purchase for $150,000. Matthew asked the board for permission
to approach the donors for purchase and repair of Middle House as
the Outdoor Education Center.
Jon made a motion give Matthew permission to approach donors to
secure at least $300,00 for purchase and renovation/repair work at
Middle House. Wendy seconded, all in favor. Motion passed.
Topher will move forward with the conversation with the donors
and will report progress to the board. Eric asked about the Moretown property. It has not sold and the sale price will remain as is.
The Board asked Matthew and staff to leave the room as they moved
into Executive Session.
Following Executive Session, the meeting was adjourned at 12:15
p.m. by Chair Jon Larsen.
Respectfully submitted,
Joyce Morrissey •
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Audit Committee Memorandum
STERLING COLLEGE
RECOMMENDATION TO ENGAGE AUDITOR
It has been several years since Sterling has requested proposals from auditing firms. Good practices call for a review of proposals for these
services periodically. Last fall the Finance Committee approved moving forward with a request for proposals from several auditing firms,
including our current auditor Davis & Hodgdon. The approved process was:
•

Chair and interested parties review and approve form of RFP.

•

Chair and interested parties approve firms to solicit RFPs.

•

Chair informs members of the Finance Committee of the firms selected for RFPs.

•

Staff summarizes responses to RFPs and makes a recommendation to chair for selected auditing firm.

•

Chair and interested parties reviews staff’s recommendation and then presents recommendation to Finance Committee for approval.

•

Finance Committee approves engagement of auditor.

Steps one through five have been completed. Four firms submitted proposals, BerryDunn, Manchester, NH; Davis & Hodgdon, Williston,
VT; Fothergill Segale & Valley, Montpelier, VT; and Grippin Donlan Pinkham, South Burlington, VT.
On March 8, 2016, Matthew Derr, Pete Chehayl, and Ken Gibbons conferenced to discuss the proposals. The following criteria were considered:
•

The description of the firm, its audit philosophy and its use of technology.

•

Identification of potential partner and staff for the audit and their qualifications.

•

Experience with other local and national not for profits.

•

Capabilities to provide tax, information systems consulting and other management services for not for profit organizations.

•

References

•

Basic services required: audit report and completion of Form 990 for Sterling. .

•

Completion date for the audits/Form 990s. Completing the audit in time for the October board meeting.

•

Cost of the audit

Based on these criteria, the group recommends retaining Davis & Hodgdon as the most cost effective and professional decision. The committee thanks the four firms that took the time and effort to respond to our request for proposals in a timely and informative manner.
Submitted by Pete Chehayl,
Chair of the Finance Committee •
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Memorandum from Deb Clark
Personal Note
I would like to take a few minutes to express my gratitude and pride for having been a part of this very special, and uniquely dedicated,
community.
Sterling College holds an important place in the current landscape of higher education. The mission of the College has, and continues to,
resonate strongly with me, in my belief that now, more than at any other time in human history, it is vital that mankind relearns how to live
sustainably within our natural environment.
There is no denying that the College has struggled. It is through this struggle and the dedication of faculty and staff that the College has
achieved significant growth and success over the past several years. As I transition to a new endeavor, I am grateful for the experiences and
education I have had as part of Sterling College. I am also very confident that under the provident guidance of President Derr and the
Board of Trustees, the College will continue to advance and that the mission of Sterling College will continue to grow in influence.•
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Memorandum Regarding Board of Overseers
The Board of Overseers is an advisory body, comprised of friends and supporters of Sterling College, dedicated to advancing our mission of
environmental stewardship education. Overseers act as informed advisors to the Trustees and President on issues of strategic importance the
College through volunteering leadership, expertise, and financial support. Overseers also act as ambassadors and promote the interests of
Sterling College and environmental stewardship education worldwide.

PROPOSED CHARTER
Members of the Board of Overseers are elected by the Board of Trustees to serve terms of two years. Terms are renewable at the discretion of
the Trustees subject to a limit of ten consecutive years of service; Overseers may be re-elected after a one-year absence. The number of Overseers may not exceed fifty members. Overseers are selected on the basis of their individual interests, special expertise, vision, and dedication
to the advancement of Sterling College, fundraising capability, and willingness to participate in the dynamic life of the College.
The Board of Trustees elects a Chair and a Vice Chair of the Board of Overseers annually. Overseers may be invited to provide counsel to
committees of the Board of Trustees as non-voting members. They are also encouraged to recommend candidates for membership on the
Board of Trustees.
The Board of Overseers meets once each year in October, in conjunction with a meeting of the Board of Trustees. Overseers receive reports
on the College’s academic programs, financial condition, fundraising, major projects and new initiatives, strategic plans, and other emerging issues. Overseers are encouraged to comment upon and advise the President and the administration on these and related matters. As
integral members of the College community, Overseers will be invited to important College events, meetings, lectures, exhibits, concerts,
and College-wide functions. •
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The Incalculable Benefits of
Revitalizing Your Board
BY REV. DENNIS H. HOLTSCHNEIDER, C.M.
MAY/JUNE 2013

TAKEAWAYS

A board-effectiveness study at DePaul University resulted
in multiple changes to revitalize the board, including
pushing decision making from the executive committee to
the full board and from the full board to the committees,
focusing on recruiting new members to fit strategic
initiatives, and providing board education at every
meeting.
Healthy governance, like personal health, requires good
habits and regular monitoring. It is good practice for a
board to get regular governance checkups to assess
whether it needs major treatment and to ask a governance
expert to help provide that treatment.
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Such a restructured board will see an institution that has
better leadership and is more effective in meeting today’s
challenges of change and accountability. In addition, board members will have greater satisfaction
and fulfillment in their work.

DePaul University has grown in size and stature in the last decade. Chicago’s “little school under the El,” as
DePaul was once known, is now the nation’s largest Catholic university and the largest private, nonprofit
university in the Midwest. We have established 55 new academic programs, created three new schools or
colleges, increased enrollment by 4,000, built or purchased a building every year, opened an additional
campus, shifted nearly 10 percent of our enrollment online, and grown our endowment from $190 million
to $450 million. Along the way, DePaul’s board has played an active role in aiding the university’s growth
and academic rise.
That was not always the case. And, over the course of our recent growth and achievements, we have
learned some lessons that might be helpful to other boards as they lead their institutions through rapid
and dramatic change, if not disruption, in higher education. (Please also see related article "When to Take a
Second Look at Your Board" by Theodore E. Long.)
Ten years ago, fewer than half of the 49 board members at DePaul attended the quarterly meetings. They
would show up for the meeting, watch a presentation about the university’s activities, and then go home.
That was it. They were not involved in fundraising, and they did not interact with the university in
between meetings. Frankly, we gave them no reason to do so. Their lack of engagement was a response to
our unspoken message to them: “Stay out of our way.”
A board-effectiveness study—led by a prominent board member—became the platform upon which
multiple changes were made, including a clear statement of trustee responsibilities, board member
evaluation and self-evaluations, annual trustee engagement reports, an age-based limitation on reelection,
and a strict conflict-of-interest policy to free the institution of questionable board involvements from the
past.
We pushed decision making from the executive committee into the full board, and from the full board
down into the committees, all to better engage board members. We focused on recruiting new members to
fit the specific strategic initiatives of the university and created a stream of ad hoc, short-duration task
forces to advance various key strategic initiatives. We began providing board education at every single
meeting. We created and committed to an iPad-based, state-of-the-art board information system, so the
committees have a range of tools to better inform their decision making. When we went into full capital
campaign mode, we assigned many of our board members responsibility for leading some component of
the campaign.
And slowly, as we repopulated the board and educated the members, we shifted the board’s conversation to
strategy. The annual budget approval process is now a strategy conversation. Questions about investments
in athletics, the arts, new faculty lines, new programs, online education, and even retrenchment are all
deeply rooted in strategic questions of market position, penetration, reputation, product mix, and
return—even if the language used for the conversation is never so corporate. And as a Catholic institution
with a defining commitment to identifying and educating bright, first-generation students, the board’s
annual evaluation of senior administrators is tied to the measurable achievement of this all-encompassing
mission as well as the traditional measures of a university’s strength.
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None of these changes occurred overnight, and they involved the work of many dedicated people. Today,
we have 44 board members, the vast majority of whom now attend the meetings, and they are engaged in a
way that they never have been before. DePaul is a better university for it. Here is how we did it.
RECRUITING THE RIGHT PEOPLE

As a president, I often joke that the “secret” of my career has been hiring people who are smarter than I
am. But the joke has a lot of truth in it. The maxim that any administrator is only as good as the team of
people around him or her applies also to the board. Administrators with great ambitions for their
institutions must risk recruiting board members who know more about certain aspects of the business
than they do, and then learn to lead them in the context of a room of fellow leaders and subject-matter
experts. Only smart, engaged board members can ask the right questions and, in doing so, elevate the
entire board’s performance and contributions to the institution.
Thus when we started rethinking governance at DePaul, we addressed board composition from the outset.
We knew that we needed expertise in key areas to help the university grow and achieve new levels of
academic excellence. Using the traditional vehicle of a trusteeship committee, or what some other
institutions call a governance committee, we started by asking what we needed the board to accomplish.
The answers shaped the way we thought about populating the board.
We intended to move into key areas of health care, technology, hospitality, and real-estate development,
and it helped us to recruit board members with knowledge of those industries. They advised us. They
introduced us to major players in their fields who would serve on college-based advisory boards and help
us arrange key internship opportunities for students. At times, they took the lead in fundraising among
those communities. We didn’t seek and recruit content experts as board members for every new major or
academic program, but we sought board member assistance when entering broad and entirely new
product lines where trustees could guide our way. In that sense, we sought board members who could help
us with our immediate and mid-range strategic goals.
Longer range, we have needed to think about DePaul’s footprint. We are developing online capacity, but
the university intends to retain a physical presence well into the future, and we must plan accordingly.
DePaul has built or acquired 15 major buildings in 15 years, and we have further expansion goals in the
Chicago region. We clearly have needed urban real-estate development expertise, but not only to advise
the administration—we could have hired consultants for that purpose. We have needed real-estate
sophistication on the board because the conversation among the board members themselves has had to be
knowledgeable and informed. The task has been to create smart decision making, where board members
turn to acknowledged experts among their own number for reassurance and advice on what has been
proposed by the administration. That principle has become a guiding star as we have populated the board
with several types of expertise based upon the institution’s goals.
Our endowment has needed to be managed in increasingly sophisticated ways, and it has been crucial that
we build a powerhouse of a board investment committee that could oversee our managers. Yet, again,
there has been a secondary purpose afoot. As president, I feel entirely comfortable scouring financial
reports, but I prefer to defer to the experts when it comes to evaluating hedges or master limited
partnerships. DePaul has excellent in-house investment expertise, but it does not have a president who can
ask hard questions and suitably play an oversight role. It is common practice to ask a board to trust a
president’s judgment, but in this matter, the board should not trust my judgment. Done correctly, a board
committee can, at times, step in and supplement a given president’s weakness. We have made sure it can
through these key board appointments.
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We have learned that it is also vital to have experts in higher education at the table at all times. Current or
former university presidents, heads of prestigious foundations, scholars, and analysts of higher education
have all accepted our invitation to trusteeship at various times. The reason is as simple as the principle that
a board should always contain knowledgeable experts of the industry that the board is governing. A
president cannot always satisfy a board that certain approaches will not work well in a shared-governance
context. A knowledgeable expert-in-the-room can explain current trends in government oversight of
higher education, changes in accreditation standards, and why the faculty might be correct when they
raise various concerns of their own. Just as important, when the board goes into executive session, a
president feels a bit more secure to know that there are experts remaining in the room who can inform
board members from other industries of the implications of their decisions.
A decade ago, the university experienced a rather public set of financial embarrassments, convincing all of
us of the wisdom of building an independent audit function inside the institution, reporting around the
central administration and directly into a revitalized board audit committee. To move quickly and
immediately, we turned to a board member—a recently retired managing partner of one of the nation’s
leading accounting firms—and several other senior trustees with competence in this field to get the
committee started. Strategically, however, we needed to prepare for the obvious day when these experts
would retire from our board, and so we recruited and transitioned a younger managing partner of another
leading accounting firm as the new chair, with the goal of further populating the committee with other
young board members.
As many universities do, we recruit board members for their political acumen and connections. We recruit
for their deep connections into various industries. We recruit for knowledge of the complexities of
operating as a church-sponsored institution. We recruit for philanthropy, but not merely because of the
size of a potential personal gift, but because we are looking for full-out leadership of the board’s
philanthropic efforts.
In all cases, we recruit individuals who understand and will fiercely protect the institution’s religious
mission, even while we intentionally recruit board members of many faiths. We recruit a board that
reflects the racial and gender composition of our highly diverse student body, recognizing that a board’s
diversity sends a powerful signal to our students and broader community. We do not limit our recruiting
to alums. In fact, we have learned that alumni status does not necessarily equate with board engagement.
Belief in the mission and being asked to take leadership in some manner more than suffices in that regard.
Potential board members, we have found, respond more readily to being recruited when they can be told
exactly why and for what purpose they are being sought for the board. Recruiting for the university’s
immediate- and medium-term strategic goals has clearly improved our decision making, our
implementation of those strategies, and the board’s sense of being engaged and useful. And yet, it was
another change—namely, shifting the authority matrix of the board away from the executive committee
and down toward the committees—that created an even more notable improvement in board engagement.
PUSHING DOWN THE DECISION TREE

In 2004, a board-effectiveness study revealed broad dissatisfaction among the trustees that the board’s
executive committee met two weeks before every single meeting and essentially predetermined the
outcomes of the major decisions brought before the board. The study also revealed that the executive
committee members themselves felt that the decisions were largely predetermined by the board’s chair and
two vice chairs, who in turn felt the administration was choreographing the board leadership’s work.
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Everyone was frustrated, and they were pretty much correct in their assessment of the situation. To be fair,
this centralized assertion of authority by the board leadership effectively filled a leadership vacuum during
a one-year period between presidential administrations, but the effect on the larger board remained. Few,
if any, of the board members felt that their opinion was genuinely being sought or that their votes
mattered. It showed in their attendance, with fewer than half ever participating in any given meeting.
To address these concerns directly, the executive committee’s scope of authority was retained in principle,
but its activity was reduced to one scheduled meeting per year to conduct the university officers’
evaluations. The committee remained empowered to act with full board authority in situations that could
not reasonably wait until the next scheduled board meeting. (In the nine years since, this has occurred
four times.) Otherwise, the executive committee has no role, and it no longer operates as a “shadow
government” or “court of first instance.”
By thus eviscerating the former role of the executive committee, nearly all major decisions are directed to
the board itself. The board members have been thrilled by this change, commenting regularly on the
importance and substance of the meetings—and thereby the importance of their attendance and
participation.
To keep the board meetings clear for deliberation on large strategic topics, many of the ordinary decisions
formally brought to the board have been assigned to the relevant committees. At times, those decisions go
to the full board for ratification, but in fact many of the decisions are simply made at the committee level.
For example:
The finance committee sets the budget parameters for the upcoming year without further recourse
to the full board. The eventual proposed budget is approved by the full board, to be sure, but without
revisiting the original parameters set by the committee.
The executive compensation committee makes all decisions regarding executive compensation
without further recourse to the board.
The audit committee directs the university administration to pursue various operational
improvements on its own authority.
The investment subcommittee chooses the endowment’s managers, sets overall investment strategy,
and approves major allocation-readjustment decisions.
The compensation subcommittee reviews and decides adjustments to the university’s
compensation and benefits strategies.
The mission committee reviews and adjusts the administration’s mission efforts, including
enrollment goals for the number of Pell-eligible students, first-generation students, students of color,
and students from Chicago public schools.
The trusteeship committee decides whom to propose for membership. On its own authority, it
judges matters concerning any trustee conflicts of interest, conducts the annual evaluation of board
members, and contacts individual board members who are not performing at a high level.
In addition, the academic and student affairs committee reviews investments in significant new
academic programs, such as our recent partnership with the Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and
Science or our new partnership for our film students with Chicago-based Cinespace, which has the largest
film lots and studios outside of Hollywood. The committee reviews all plans and votes approval for the
erection of new colleges within the university structure, including our recent additions of a College of
Communication, College of Science and Health, and School of Hospitality.
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On the board’s behalf, the committee also formally reviews the athletic program and all campus-safety
reporting and initiatives. In addition, it meets with students annually to determine the students’
well-being, hear their concerns, and make recommendations accordingly—for which it asks the
administration to report back at the next meeting. The committee hears and approves major changes to
academic policy, such as our recent move toward test-optional admissions or our decision to pilot the new
alternative accreditation process offered by the Higher Learning Commission. The full board is eventually
informed of such matters but does not generally vote approval unless the change required has significant
financial implications.
Those are just a few examples. There are more. In the end, all major strategic and financial decisions
bubble up to the full board’s consideration at some point. Even in those cases, decisions that are a normal
course of doing business at a large university are ratified quickly, as the full board relies heavily on the
work already done in the committee. Only rarely will such matters be second-guessed and debated by the
full board. That reliance, rather than any bylaw provision, forms the basis of the committees’ broadened
scope of power and activity. And that committee activity and range of authority creates excellent
attendance and participation on the board.
CREATING TASK FORCES AND “AD-HOC-CRACIES”

To further engage various trustees usefully, ad hoc task forces and advisory groups are regularly set up to
work on various strategic projects. When the university was setting its strategy for its public reputation, for
example, a marketing committee was established composed of board members with great knowledge in
the fields of marketing and public relations. The task force was continued during the early years so the
board could monitor its work and suggest refinements, but eventually the committee was discontinued
once the activity moved toward ordinary implementation. Another task force was given the unhappy job
of recommending how DePaul should best divest itself from the ill-considered acquisition of a small local
Catholic college. And board members with political and real-estate experience have recently been helping
us to pull together and foster key partnerships in order to build a major sports arena in the center of
Chicago.
DePaul also regularly organizes advisory boards of non-trustee members for new academic programs that
it intends to establish. Our computer gaming advisory board includes the head of gaming for Disney. Our
hospitality program’s advisory board includes senior leaders from Hyatt, Hilton, Rosewood, and more.
When we decided to pursue an aggressive move into health care—an area in which DePaul had not
traditionally been a player—we first turned, however, to selected trustees as a task force and only later set
up a more traditional advisory board of non-trustees to provide ongoing advice. The move into health care
and its allied fields, such as health business, law, communication, and IT, however, required significant
investment across five of our 10 colleges and the establishment of a strategic partnership with a
Chicago-based medical school. We recruited board members with deep knowledge of health care, and
formed a small task force to review and advise the administration as the plans were set. When the larger
board discussed the new strategy, members heard not only from the administration, but from members of
their own body who had been deeply involved in the strategy’s formation. For a brief time, outsiders might
have characterized the board as “micromanaging,” since they were deeply involved in negotiations, but the
short-term nature of the task force mitigated any long-term concerns, and the advantages far outweighed
the fears of losing “administrative control.”
More typically, a campaign leadership committee was also formed to make key campaign decisions and
lead the board members’ own work in this area. That committee, too, will “sunset,” as the campaign comes
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to a happy close next year, and a more traditional philanthropy committee will resume its ordinary work at
that time.
Most recently, five board members were assigned to lead a search for a new provost and formed the
majority nucleus of a larger search committee containing faculty, staff, and student representation. A
board member who herself had come from academe before moving into a successful business career
served as chair. Other trustees have been members of or led search committees for the executive vice
president, the general counsel, and the men’s basketball coach.
Board members like to be appointed to such task forces because they see the results of their labor and feel
that their expertise is being put to good use. They also enjoy the opportunities to get to know the
university in specific and deeper ways. Their involvement in the campaign, for instance, has been
exemplary, not just because they helped lead it, but because of their active participation in the university’s
major decisions.
MAKING BOARD MEMBERS MATTER

When I first came to DePaul, I met with our long-retired board members, one by one. Four of them told
me that they were “the one responsible” for bringing the famed Goodman School of Drama into DePaul as
our theatre school. Three told me they were the one responsible for convincing the university to purchase
what is now the eastern half of our Lincoln Park campus from another college that was next door to ours.
Another three told me they were the one responsible for building the deal that led the city to sell DePaul a
former department store on State Street for back taxes, and then use city funds to turn it into a showcase
for our esteemed Driehaus College of Business. All of them told stories of having to convince a skeptical
board to make a risky decision, and all of them were correct. Each played a key role at a key moment. Each
of them has continued to be proud of that involvement over the years.
Today I send periodic e-mails to our board members, passing along news-media coverage as new
programs are recognized and ranked, as new buildings rise, as major partnerships take wing, and as our
students succeed in new fields. I want them to see those accomplishments for what they are—the fruits of
their labor—and to feel as proud of their collective work as those who have come before them have.
Indeed, board members are proud and engaged when their work matters. Ten years ago at DePaul, we
decided to get better at putting them all to work, and, at least in our case, it’s paying off. Everyone’s happier.
Our board members are helping DePaul reach new levels of academic excellence. They see the results of
their efforts every time they set foot on campus, and we are so much the better for it.
An active, engaged board, firing on all cylinders, makes a true difference in the life of a college or
university. Restructuring the board, sharpening its assemblage of talent, assigning important work, and
shifting its subgroups to fit the task-at-hand can free up a board to smartly set, support, advance, and
govern an institution’s strategy. The board becomes, quite literally, a strategic asset to be deployed. Board
attendance rises, to be sure, and not for the sake of good attendance, but rather because the members have
come to see their collective activity as the competitive advantage for the institution that it is.
Wondering if you should take a second look at your board? Theodore Long of AGB Consulting
answers questions here.

10 IMPORTANT REASONS TO REVITALIZE
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Governing boards and top institutional administrators who recognize that mutual and
collaborative leadership is the essential driver of success will want to move to the next level of
board practices because, among other things:
1. The pressures and expectations for board leadership and engagement are growing significantly in a
period of change.
2. A governing board must conduct its responsibilities in a manner that responds to a more
demanding regulatory environment.
3. Policy makers are increasingly monitoring board accountability.
4. A governing board must meet heightening accreditor standards for fiduciary behavior.
5. A governing board must understand its role in a shared governance structure.
6. A governing board should be prepared to engage in framing strategic directions for its institution’s
business and academic models.
7. A governing board should delegate sufficient authority to a committee structure that reflects the
institution’s strategic priorities.
8. A governing board should apply risk assessment practices to the process of decision making.
9. A governing board must commit to a standard of high performance as a facilitator and contributor
to its institution’s success.
10. Simply meeting the minimum expectations of an effective board is no longer acceptable.
—Richard D. Legon, president of AGB
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Sterling College
Working Hands.Working Minds.

FACT SHEET
Sterling College is the environmental stewardship educator in the
United States.

Access & Affordability

The five key characteristics of a Sterling education are:

Admission is selective with a strong emphasis placed on demonstrated qualities of independence and responsibility.

1.

Authentic & Revolutionary—Change in the human relationship
with the natural world.

•

85% of applicants are offered admission and 40% of admitted
students enroll.

2.

Working Hands & Minds—Equal emphasis on study, work, and
community.

•

Tuition room and board for 2016-16 is $44,015, about 20% less
than at other New England private colleges.

3.

Fair & Affordable—All students work & we are the only Work
College in New England.

•

The average loan debt is $15,500, compared to $31,200 reported nationally by the Department of Education.

4.

Powerful Outcomes—Be independent and make a difference in
the world.

•

5.

Welcome As You Are—Diverse in student age and backgrounds.

The median family income of students enrolled is $45,600,
compared to $70,821 of other New England private colleges,
according to the College Board.

Students

Outcomes

There are approximately 122 undergraduate students from 25 states
and four countries, and approximately 50 continuing education
students.

•

96% of our alumni report that they were employed within the
first year after graduation.

•

98% report after five years they are employed full or part time,
in graduate school, or are a full-time parent.

•

77% reported that their employment was either closely or somewhat related to their major area of study.

•

11% of our alumni pursued graduate study in the first year after
completing their degree at Sterling.

•

Most importantly, 90% of our alumni report that they are meeting their career goals.

•

20% of the students are from Vermont and 40% are from New
England.

•

8% of the students identify as students of color.

•

85% of the students live in on campus residences.

Academics
The five majors are Ecology, Environmental Humanities, Outdoor
Education, Sustainable Agriculture, and Sustainable Food Systems
•

75% of the students self-design an interdisciplinary major.

•

50% of the students have a Sustainable Agriculture or Food
Systems major focus.

•

The average class size is 12 and the student-to-faculty ratio is 7:1.

•

100% of the students participate in work on campus and nearly
all students complete an internship.

•

The College offers a range of continuing education offerings
with a special emphasis in artisan food.

Sterling provides an excellent education that leads to employment
most often in fields related to environmental stewardship.

Other Important Details
•

$3.8 million operational budget

•

$2.3 million in Sterling Financial Aid Grants

•

$1,050,000 endowment

•

3rd college in US to divest from fossil fuel/1st in VT

•

Commitment to achieve 100% solar/renewable energy by 2018

•

Campus has 480 acres and 15 buildings
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